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Coalition appeals for quake relief funds
El Concilio
tries to ’rebuild’
Mexico
By John Ramos
Daily staff writer
Leaders of El Concilio, a coalition of Hispanic organizations on
campus, plan to make a direct appeal
to campus organizations and individuals for donations toward the SJSU
Mexican Earthquake Relief Fund.
The on-going appeal is a result of
the organization’s successful, initial
fund-raising event, "Rebuild Mexico," which was held yesterday at
noon in the SJSU amphitheater.
Speakers Carlos Rodriquez, Nora
Flores and Steve Thomas spoke between the music of South Central, a
three pieee band which Thomas
brought to "Rebuild Mexico."
"Students at a Sunnyvale High
School raised $1,000 for the victims of
the earthquake in two days of fundraising, so if everyone of us commits
ourselves to donating 25 cents we can
reach our goal," said Carlos Rodriquez, El Concilio coordinator of the
fund-raising drive.
The money raised on campus will
be turned over to the Red Cross, who
will send it to Mexico.
El Concilio will be accountable
for all monies collected through the
effort, Rodriquez said.
There will be a meeting of all volunteers to formulate a plan to reach
all campus organizations and to "agressively" raise 66,000, RodriqUez
said.
"I’m impressed with the turnout," said Nora Flores, El Concilio
chairwoman.
The campus community was responsive to the event and it convinced
her that the campus could come together to raise enough money to
reach the goal, Flores said.
"The Executive Council of Business Students has agreed to donate
two dollars for every student that attends their Holloween party," Flores
said.
Guest speaker Thomas was dissapointed that there were no representatives from the faculty.
"The faculty on campus, as well
as the Mayor’s office of San Jose
continued on back page
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A.S. official
drops party
affiliation
Opposes board’s ’bias’
on allocations, judiciary

Ken P Rumard

Daily staff photographer

John Sanders entertains the Mexican earthquake relief fund-raiser

By David Wenstrom
Daily staff writer
Because of "friction" between
himself and other members of the Associated Students Board of Directors,
A.S. Vice President Michael Faber
resigned from the United Students
party during the board meeting yesterday.
Faber said he will continue to
serve as vice president of the board,
which is composed entirely of United
Students party members, but will
take no part in the board’s decisions.
"There have been some problems and disagreements between
myself and members of the board,"
Faber said. "Mainly it has to do with
ideology and a viewpoint of how the
student government should be handled and what kinds of things we
should be doing. I would just like to
officially resign from the United Students party. I’ll be independent from
now on."
lor Fogel. AS. director of Per
sonnet an Cratg Carter, A.S. director of Students Rights and Responsibilities, said they were not aware that
Faber was going to resign from the
party during the meeting. But Carter
said he "knew it was coming."
Faber said after the meeting that
his decision was based on the "liberal
stilt and bias of the board."
"I tried to lobby a few things and
that created nothing but friction," he
said. "If they don’t think I should
have a voice on the board, I don’t
think I should take one.
"It all started with the passage of
that apartheid resolution."
On Oct. 2, the board passed Si a
resolution in support of a "Day of
Anti -Apartheid at SJSU." Faber, who
is a non-voting member of the board,
said that he opposed the resolution.
"I think this board shouldn’t concern itself with foreign policy."

If they don’t think I
should have a voice
on the board, I don’t
think I should take
one.’
Michael

Faber

A.S. vice president
Faber said.
Faber said he is opposed to
apartheid but does not favor divestment.
He said yesterday he is also opposed to the board’s methods of funding groups through special allocations.
"Why do you have budget stipulations if the board is going to waive
them every time a group comes up
(for special allocations)," Faber
said.
Last week, the board waived stipcontinued on back page

SJSU staff disagrees on effects of major earthquake
’We prefer to think that
we’re not going to lose
( anybody) . . . We’ve
tried to be more on the
optimistic side and be
concerned more with how
we’re going to keep those
people alive.’
Ron Montgomery,
health and safety director
Daily file photo

Man found unconscious in bathroom
By Jack Tordjman
Daily staff writer
A transient man who said he
was robbed and beaten by a group
of Mexican men was found
unconscious at 5:30 a.m, yesterday
in a second -floor bathroom of the
Wahlquist Library.
The man, Rashad Ludym, told
the SJSU custodian who found him,
Fred Santos, that he could not remember how he ended up in the library. Ludym told San Jose police
he was drinking outside the library
with friends Tuesday night when he
was kicked in the back and ribs
several times
Ludym left campus and was
found lying on the ground behind

the Winchester Apartments on
South Seventh Street at 8:25 a.m.
Ludym was taken to San Jose
Hospital at 7:20 a.m., where officials declined to give any further
information on his condition.
San Jose Police officer Chuck
Burde said that Ludym was an alcoholic transient from Washington.
The officer said Ludym was in
"OK" condition at the hospital.
Santos said he reported the incident immediately to his supervisor. Santos said he didn’t know how
the injured man gained entry inside the library because all doors
were locked.
Santos asked his supervisor,
David Barber, to come check on

Ludym. Santos escorted Ludym to
a blue light phone to call the campus police and left because Ludym
said he could take care of himself.
University Police officer Michael
Oreschak said Ludym never called.
Ernestine Abraham, manager
of the building on South Seventh
Street, said she saw the man shivering on the ground and didn’t
know if he was drunk or injured because Ludym appeared unable to
talk.
Abraham called San Jose Police at 6:35 a.m.
The police and an ambulance
arrived 25 minutes later, Abraham
said.

By Tyrone van Hooydonk
Daily staff writer
SJSU’s safety director thinks the university is ready to handle the aftermath of a
major earthquake but the associate dean of
engineering isn’t so optimistic.
"The scenario that we’re receiving from
the state is if a very large earthquake hit, the
size of the Mexico (City) earthquake or
larger, that the on-ramps to the freeways
(Highways 280, 101 and 17) most likely would
collapse," said Ron Montgomery, director of
Environmental Health and Safety. "Therefore we would essentially become an island
and we will need to keep people here and have
the facilities to keep people here for a period
of time which we’re anticipating would be up
to 72 hours."
"You’re going to see the biggest damn
cross-country hike you’ve ever seen in the
event of an emergency at this place," said
Donald Myronuk, associate dean of engineering "It will be just like a hunch of lem-

mings. 1 think that after the first one or two
hours . . that it’s just a basic survival attitude on the part of people to go back home to
loved ones. It’s one thing to say ’Yes, a plan is
in place,’ but as far as what actually happens,
there’s no accounting for panic
The U.S. Geological Survey stated that
worldwide the number of earthquakes measured in the first eight months of 1985 was
about the same as in the same period last
year.
"The situations vary. but . . . we would
have buildings that would be standing that
would be able to accommodate people for
that period of time," Montgomery said.
"We have enough food to serve probably
over four or five thousand people a day just
with the Spartan Shops and the food service
cafeteria over in Joe West Hall," he said.
"There’s quite a bit of food on campus all the
time that we could) dole out in smaller quantities."
continued on back page

Program offers ’major, experience
By Jack Tordpnan
Daily staff writer
All SJSU students can get practical experience in their field while
they still go to school, said Kelly McGinnis, director of the Cooperative
Education Program at SJSU.
The important point of the program is that the job must be related
to the student’s field of study. It
should be a continual learning experience in which the student will be
gradually given more responsibilities, McGinnis said. In this way a job
through Co-op is different from a regular part-time job because the student should be progressing in the
field, McGinnis said.
The Co-op program and the company that hires the student agree that
the student cannot be hired on a permanent basis until he or she grad-

uates.
Last year 774 students enrolled in
the program. They were from different majors and some of the graduate
students got hired by the company on
a permanent basis, McGinnis said.
More than 250 companies nationwide
are participating in the program.
To qualify, undergraduate students must be enrolled in a minimum
of six units, have completed 30 units,
with a course in the major, have declared a major field of study and
have a minimum 2.0 overall G.P.A.
Seniors should have enough time left
before graduation. McGinnis said.
Ron Horton is a sophomore He
works part-time for IBM through the
Co-op program. He said what he values most as the opportunity of apply
ing what he has learned in class
"When I graduate I will know

what I really want to do because I
worked on the field, I know about it
and I won’t be disappointed," Borton
said
continued on back page

CAR starts
Computer Assisted Registration for the Spring 1986 semester begins Nov. 4. CAR
forms have been mailed and
students have until Nov. 15 to
complete them, get their adviser’s signature and turn it in to
their major department office
Students may also buy the
Spring 1986 Schedule of Classes
from the Spartan Bookstore
flow
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Seeing what they wanted to see
The people were unhappy and bored. It was an time ol
discontent and one could smell that.
It was hanging heavy and nobody liked it one bit.
They were comfortable, they had money and their apartments were nice and warm and overlooked a park big
enough to hold eight 747’s. But everyone knew there was
something wrong.
There were no good things to strive for because they
had all the good things. Except for the ones that they did
not know about.
One night there were loud sirens wailing Everybody
could hear them, even through the thick, insulated walls
of their apartment buildings. They fell compelled to open
heir windows. When they did they were appalled to feel a
blast of cold, icy wind stream into their apartments.
It was midnight The sky was crystal clear and the
park empty. As the peoplc opened their window they
quickly noticed a bright v, bile and blue strobe light corn -

could lwai that plaintj
Soon fire trucks began to appear A small crowd
began to gather also. But no one saw any smoke. Then the
police began to show up.
By now, there were a hundred people in and around
the park, some of whom came down from their apartments, some of whom had just been walking. These peoand the hundreds more looking through the apartple
ment windows felt an undeniable pleasure, even though
they suspected something bad was happening.
The man on the ledge continued banging on the window, hard
Something was happening, and it was as if the police
people to know about it.
did not want
Assertion began taking place in the souls of some of
the people. Opinions were begging to be formed. A stage
was being erected and the people were hungrier for that
than they ever were for food or comfort.
The man on the ledge finally broke the window.
The siren stopped, and the man on the ledge flew back
as if he had been pushed. He fell six stories to his death,
and his body made a clanging sound when it hit the street
below.
Well now, something was happening. The people in
the windows woke up the sleeping members of their
households because one never knew something as important as this could happen again.
They got up the next day and raped the newspapers.
The newspapers did not know anything, but they were in
the business of selling papers so they ran cryptic stories
complete with ignorant eyewitness accounts that veiled
the whole affair with a certain smokey murk that made
both the police and the fire departments look incompetent
.
and conspiring to cover up.’
These were catch words from their heyday and their
ing from one of the windows in the quadrangle.
There was a man standing on a ledge in front of the use made the people feel more vital. They felt involved
window, but with the light he was just a silhouette. He was again because they were there In fact, the people fell
banging on the window with something metal and you younger and in a sense, more potent
ha,

Jack
Tordjman

Star Wars works only in movies
President Reagan is either completely befuddled on
arms issues or he has some big debts with weapon industry leaders
His Star Wars space-based defense system will be
nothing more than a multi -billion dollar boondoggle.
Reagan has shown many times that he has not done
his homework on strategic nuclear weaponry. His claims
that the Soviets are ahead in missile defense technology
are ludicrous but more significant is his inability to see
that Star Wars will never work.
It’s a simple case of numbers.
There are too many nuclear missiles able to evade the
defense system and too many ways to destroy it.
The most optimistic estimates state that that Star
Wars could stop only 90 to 95 percent of incoming Soviet
intercontinental ballistic missile warheads.
The remaining five percent would be more than
enough to trigger a "nuclear winter" that would lead to
the extinction of mankind. It only takes 100 megatons
( less than one percent of the world’s nuclear arsenal) to
wipe out the ozone layer and fill the atmosphere with
enough smoke and soot to block out sunlight for months.
A study released by the Brookings Institution and the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology stated that the
possibility of an impenetrable defense system "is so remote as lobe of no practical interest."
Even if Star Wars was capable of stopping 100 percent
of the ICBMs now aimed at American targets, the system
could eventually be defeated.
"All (defense systems) are subject to a variety of
countermeasures," said Robert Bowman, who heads the
Intstitute for Space and Security Studies, and used to run
the Air Force advanced space programs. "All could be
made impotent by alternative offensive missiles and
therefore would be likely to re-ignite the numerical arms
race in offensive weapons."
If Star Wars continues lobe developed the Soviets can
easily put more effort into these countermeasures and
build even more ICBMs to further overwhelm the system.
The Soviets could counter the system by using bombers, cruise missiles or low trajectory rockets all meth
ods that Star Wars could not defend against
They could attack the defense system itself with rel.’
lively crude anti -satellite weapons that have already been
tested. A simple satellite in a counter-rotating orbit could
dump a load of ball bearings or gravel in the path of the
easily -damaged Star Wars system.

discriminate between them and the bombs, or shoot at everything.
The boost phase of their ICBMs could be shortened
from five minutes to one minute. Missiles are easy to detect and destroy during this phase because of their tail end flames. With reduced ICBM boost phases, the Star
Wars system would have to work faster than some think is
possible.
Some space engineers say that the original Star Wars
system will be answered with battle platforms in higher
orbits, perhaps eventually based on the moon.
The Soviets could utilize tens of thousands of decoys
that are launched along with real warheads. These easyto-build decoys are designed to look and act just like real
warheads and the Star Wars system would have to discriminate between them and the bombs, or shoot at everything.

ierl

"MY CLIENT PLEADS its10-1 GUIL1 Y’ AND ’NOT G4JIL1(13Y

Letters to the Editor

A growing number of computer programming experts say that there is no way to write the software and it
could never tested short of a full-scale nuclear war.
A computer program to manage the Star Wars system would be the longest, most complicated piece of
soft ware ever produced.
The computer could not be programmed by human
beings, said Carl Sagan, director of the laboratory for
planetary studies at Cornell University Another computer would have to create the program and the program
would have to be debugged by a computer.
As Sagan aptly put it : "You really have to be looney tunes to bet the human species on this one "
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Leonard
Hoops
The dramatic conclusion
111 the flitei

Lhapter 01 the tiaituwee. saw.,
and Robert are trick -or -treating while Whim ey waits tot
her Sweetarts. .
BY ONE, Mike and Robert bashed in the
ONE
neighborhood pumpkins. Bowl after bowl,
Mike and Robert snatched the neighborhood
candy. Tinkle after tinkle, Mike and Robert watered
the neighborhood ferns.
Finally, it was 10 o’clock, and with bag-fulls of
candies and treats, the boys knew they should be
getting home. Robert’s costume was beginning to
drip anyway.
Then it happened. Mike asked Robert for his
Sweetarts, so that he could give them to Whitney.
Robert, however, loved Sweetarts, and he
wasn’t about to part with them just so Mike could
give them away.
"Some friend you are," Mike said when Robert
shook his head no. "If you’re not going to give them
tome, then, I’m just going to have to take them."
"I’ll tear that jello off of you chunk by chunk."
Robert replied.
The fight lasted 15 seconds. There were three,
maybe four wild punches, and the sidewalk was
covered with spaghetti and jello afterwards.
"I’m sorry," Mike cried. "That girl seems to
have control over me, Robert. I don’t even know why
I want those damn tarts. You can tell Whitney she
won’t have me to kick around anymore."
Mike went home dejected, and then spent a quiet
Sunday sorting his treats into lit t le piles. He put the
candy bars in one pile, the Dum-dum suckers in
another, the wrapped taffy he didn’t want in a third
and the wax lips in a fourth.
At school on Monday, Mike was trying as hard
as he could to keep Whitney out of his thoughts, but
she came off the bus wearing her long, bright-red
plastic fingernails. During class, she would suck on
them, teasing Mike with her darting tongue.
At recess, Mike was sitting by himself near the
basketball court, looking at the clouds as if they
were his only friends.
But while looking into the sky, he began to feel
funny. It was as if the clouds were telling him the
meaning of life. The frown he had been carrying on
his face turned into a self-confident smile.
Just then, Whitney snuck up behind him and
whispered into his ear.
"Hi Mike." she peeped, tantalizingly scratching
his neck with her long nails. "Eric and I broke up,
and I was wondering if you got me some
Sweetarts?"
MIK

The weapons systems planned for deployment by
1990 are subcomponents of a first strike capability. There
are submarine-launched missiles capable of pinpoint accuracy, cruise missiles with stealth capability (making
them invisible to radar) and MX intercontinental ballistic
missiles lobe based in vulnerable Minuteman silos.
The political and psychological will to initiate a first
strike. The president, members of his cabinet and administration, and Mr. Reagan’s close personal ties on the far
right wing of the Republican Party and the religious
right, have all taken positions at one time or another in
favor of nuclear war. Remember:
Ronald Reagan’s vehement orations regarding the
evils of the Soviet Union, his gaffes about the bombing of
the Soviet Union and his lack of interest in serious arms
control.

Undersecretary of Defense T.K. Jones’ insistence
that the American people will survive a nuclear war if
there are enough shovels logo around.
The Pentagon’s testing of ABM weapons in violation
of congressional restrictions. The U.S. Navy’s deployment of ship-launched cruise missiles in violation of a
congressional restraining order.
The religious leaders of the Far Right preaching the
inevitability of nuclear war between the United States
and the Soviet Union, citing the chapter in Revelations
dealing with the Second Coming. Rev. Jerry Falwell,
head of the Moral Majority going so far as to nuclear war
"the Rapture."
I suggest that individuals such as Mr. Castillo pull
their heads out of the sand and examine these issues with
greater care before taking sides. The fate of the Earth
and all land thereon is at stake.
Leland Erikson
Junior
Psychology

Participation a must for A. S. affairs
* * * * * *
* * 41r * * * *
* * * * * *
* * * * * *
* * * * * * *

Hooping it Up

Frightening realities ignored
Editor,
Regarding Eugene Castillo’s opinion piece of Oct. 29
about the anti -ballistic missile system. Once again a proponent of Reagan’s so-called Strategic Defense Initiative
Star Wars
insists that such an ABM system would
enhance deterrence by making a Soviet first strike impossible. But like all such proponents of Star Wars, Mr. Castillo ignores several frightening realities and neglects to
raise some fundamental questions.
First of all, there is the frightening prospect of the
United States launching a first strike and relying on Star
Wars to repel any Soviet reply. Impossible? Consider the
following:

Defense Secretary Weinberger’s statements that
the U.S. forces will "prevail" in a nuclear war with the
Soviets.

Tyrone
van Hooydonk

RE4.5Cni OF INANtlY."

Editor,
I am so glad to read about Jeff Macey’s concern of
student government affairs, and in particular, of Mr. ( Michael) Schneider’s trip to Washington, D.C. last spring
(letter, "Schneider a ’comic genius,’ " Oct.28) You claim
that his trip was "wasting" student money.
I am sure you saw at the board meeting where Mr.
Schneider and Mr. Pete Weiskopf (a board member who
also "wasted" money on the trip) presented their findings
of the trip.
Also, I am sure, you know that Mr. Weiskopf works in
Washington, D.C. as a liaison between the secretary of education and all students of postsecondary education in the
United States. A very prestigious position for an SJSU student.
If you are concerned about Associated Students and
student government, as I’m sure you are, Jeff, I encourage you, as well as anyone else interested in student leadership, to get involved to find out the "real facts."
There will be a general meeting on Monday, Nov. 4 at
3:30 p.m in the Costanoan Room for all students who
would like to take an active role in student government.
Your concern is obvious, Jeff. You might want to be there
at 3 p.m
It is concerned students like yourself, Jeff, that help
build strong student leadership on this campus. Your concern is overwhelming See you Monday ’
Daniel Downey
Senior
Finance
Academic Senator

LOOKED AT her and chuckled. His
MIKE
eyes twitched in an uncharacteristic way
and he took a deep breath.
"Yeah, baby," he said. "I got a Sweetart for you
I got it right here."
Mike stood up and unzipped his pants. Whitney
gasped at the daring move, but she didn’t run away
She just stared curiously, impressed with Mike’s
boldness and his physical maturity).
But that was 18 years ago. Since then, Mike has
married Whitney, divorced her, and re-married her
They have three children, two from their first
marriage (John and Lisa ), and one from their remarriage (Sloykov).
Mike became a successful businessman and
gave Robert a job as night clerk at "Mike’s Adult
Motel "
But what keeps Mike, Whitney and Robert
together is not money, fame or happiness. It’s the
memory of that wild Halloween.
And if you’re ever lucky enough to visit the
Drays, you’ll finds crystal candy dish sitting on
their living room table -- filled with Sweetarts.
Leonard Hoops is the assistant forum editor and he
believes that happiness in college is having clean
taundr His columns a. .ear Tuesdays and Thursdays
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The struggle to explain the magic of life
Scientific
method
verifiable
By Kevin Michael Winterfield
The magic of life is felt by all. In
attempting to explain this magic, humankind has forged two means: science and religion.
Science uses experimental procedures and religion uses faith in the
search for answers to the meaning
and origin of life. While the two
means are extremely different, each
is of great value to society.
Problems arise, however, when
scientific fact clashes with religious
faith. In the question of the origin of
humans, for example, science relies
on a painstaking evaluation of physical evidence that traces humankind
back through a series of evolutionary
steps. Religions, in dealing with the
same question, base their ideas on
cultural tradition and on the belief in
some kind of divine inspiration.
"Scientific creationists" are people who attempt to use scientific evidence to prove that the Bible contains
the true story of the origin of humans
and the universe and to disprove the
theories of evolution and other fundamental principles. Whenever claims
are made in the name of science, examination of the evidence for the
claim must be undertaken to determine the validity of the claim.
One claim scientific creationists
make is that evolution contradicts
the second law of thermodynamics,
quoted as being: "Without outside interference, all things tend toward the
state of greatest disorder." Scientific
creationists see this law as proof that
the evolution of new species ( increasing order) as impossible.
Correctly stated, the second law
of thermodynamics is: "The entropy
(randomness) of an isolated system
can never decrease." Since the earth
receives energy from the sun, it is not
an isolated system. This energy
drives the increasing diversity of life.
*Another argument of scientific
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However, the "human footprints" are those which were allegedly found in the Cretaceous limestone of the Paluxy River near Glen
Rose, Texas. Most of these tracks
have been found to be outright fakes,
and none has been positively identified as human footprints. It appears
to be scientifically impossible to determine whether the markings are
those of a human. In fact, scientific
investigation indicates that these
markings were most likely formed by
erosion.
The earth’s human population
has been increasing through history
at a determinable rate, claim scientific creationists. Therefore, the argument goes, if man evolved ages
ago, the population of the earth would
be many times what it is today.
Wrong again. Creationists use
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N THE BEGINNING of the semester, a column about
evolution by forum editor C. Martin Carroll spawned
several letters to the editor. The debate has continued
sporadically on these pages since. Space limitations have
prevented more letters from being prirted. The Daily offers these final words on the subject.

U.S. Geological Survey scientist
G. Brent Dalrymple’s 1982 paper on
the subject shows where the Barnes
study is at fault. Barnes ignores studies that disagree with his conclusions.
Dalrymple states that Barnes
does not take into account other components which make up the Earth’s
magnetic field. Barnes only examines the dipole component of the field.
It has been determined that the total
field is composed of three parts: the
dipole field, the non-dipole field and
an unobservable component.
The dipole cannot be correlated
with the total field strength or total
field energy. A decrease in dipole
field has been shown to be balanced
by an increase in the non -dipole field;
therefore, the total field strength remains unchanged. Dalrymple concludes, "There are no properties of
the magnetic field that, by themselves, can be used either to date the
earth or place any limits on the
earth’s age."
Another point scientific creationists make is centered around a
Texas riverbed in which allegedly
fossilized human footprints have
been found alongside those of dinosaurs.

Mariann Hansen

Editor

and

creationists is that the earth’s magnetic field is decaying at a measurable rate, and that by reverse projection, the earth could not have existed
for more than 10,000 years (more in
line with a Biblical timeframe ) .
This argument, proposed by
Thomas G. Barnes, calculated the
rate at which one component of the
earth’s magnetic field decreased
over a certain period of time and
used this as a constant to extrapolate
over the past 10,000 years.

Creation:
more than
blind faith
By Anne Spandau
There has been much discussion
this semester about creation and evolution and now is the time to get down
and dirty about the subject.
Evolutionists insist creationists
base their feelings about creation
purely on blind faith. The faith part is
reasonable, but certainly not blind
faith. Creationists have faith in creation and evolutionists have faith in
evolution. Evolutionists wouldn’t be
so quick to defend their beliefs if they
didn’t have faith that it was true.
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Evolutionists also accuse creationists of not being open-minded.
They are certain they are getting the
raw end of the deal because creationists don’t even try to understand it. It
appears that evolutionists are pretty
narrow-minded themselves. There is
no way evolutionists will ever consider the possiblity that creation
could be a plausible explanation.

the growth rate of a particular time
in history (creationist Henry M. Morris chose the period from 1650-1800)
as an overall human growth rate for
their calculations. But historical data
indicate that the average rate of
growth of human populations is close
to, or below, zero. Population
changes are dynamic, not static, as
creationists believe.
also
creationists
*Scientific
claim that fossil evidence of early
man is shaky at best and largely discredited.
A good discussion of Peking Man
and other fossil evidence can be
found in the most recent edition of
"Lucy: The Beginnings of Humankind" by Donald C. Johnson and
Maitland A. Edey. Evidence to support the existence of Peking man is
overwhelming.
As to Piltdown Man, no scientist
will refute that this is a hoax. Someone altered the structure of a modern
immature orangutan jaw. Some teeth
were filed down and artificially

filled, and others were broken. The
jaw was then stained brown and buried in a dry river bed in Piltdown,
England, along with a 50,000-year-old
skull of modern man.
When found, the jaw was thought
to be genuine. Many of its altered
characteristics were consistent with
human structure, but it was discovered by evolutionists that this jaw
was a fake.
In order to be considered scientific, data must be accurate, experiments must be reproducible, all the
facts must be considered before
reaching a final conclusion, and
change must be permitted when evidence suggests it is needed. Science,
in its best form, is open-minded, honest and flexible.
Scientific creationism is ignorant, deceptive and dogmatic. It is
not science.
Kevin Michael Winterfield is a
graduate student in toxicology. He
wrote this guest opinion for the Daily’s
forum page.

Creationists must study evolution in school because that is all that
is taught now. Evolutionists moaned
for years that their constitutional
rights were being violated because
creation was taught in grammar
schools. Now whose rights are being
violated’? People who want to learn
about creation can’t.
In Texas recently, an anti -evolution law was knocked down. The law
had said textbooks had to teach evolution. That’s fine, but where do creationists go to learn their side’? Certainly not just church because . . .
Evolutionists love to bring religion into the picture. But many people who believe in creation have no
real religious ties. What makes creationists believe in it when evolutionists are running around frantically
trying to disprove it? Creationists
reason that the world must have been
created by an intelligent Creator independent of the forces or causes
found in nature. Otherwise, nature
could not have had a beginning.
For centuries it was the only way
to explain human life on earth. Everyone knew that a Supreme Being
created the universe and life.
Then Charles Darwin came along

and tried to provide a scientific explanation for life. He never denied
God or creation, he just wanted to figure out what happened Darwin has
become a bad name because evolutionists haven’t used his material in
the same spirit in which he wrote it
Creationists believe in creation
because, for them, it is the most logical answer. It’s hard to accept the
evolutionist view that human life
came about through a chance occurrence, an unlikely combination of
natural phenomena happening at the
same time. For creationists, it is easier to believe that God created all
this, that nature is the work of a Supreme Being who loves us, created us
and has kept watch over us ever
since.
A good argument often used
against creation has to do with an attempt to determine the age of the
earth. A few centuries ago a monk
calculated the time back to when the
earth was created, including the
seven days God took to make everything, using the Bible’s events. He
came up with some off-the-wall date
like 5000 B.C. Evolutionists say that
fossils and earth layers and other
stuff all prove that the earth is actually older than that.
Of course 5000 B.C. isn’t a correct
date. The monk forgot one important
fact: Although the Bible says God
created the earth in seven "days," no
one knows how long each "day" was.
Each "day" could have been thousands of years, maybe even millions.
Science tries to find the answers
to all questions and has had good success in trying, but there are questions
science has not been able to answer.
Is there a source of absolute truth
if science can’t attain it? The only
source is divine revelation and from
that comes creationist thinking. The
ultimate knowledge of the universe
can not be discovered by scientific research. Nor can ultimate knowledge
be subjected to experimental tests
and scientific methods, which can be
applied only to the present, observable world.
Creationism is an idea that obviously doesn’t fulfill everyone’s needs.
But it should be given equal time with
evolution in classrooms. People will
undoubtedly debate the shortcomings
of both schools of thought, but America is founded on the freedom to believe and think as each individual
wishes. Evolutionists’ constant attack upon the character and beliefs of
creationists is uncalled for.
Anne Spandau is a staff writer.
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HALL

WEEN

By Julie Miner and Herb Muktarlan

FRIGHTFULLY FUN

Daily staff writer

FASHION TRENDS COME and go, but none is so fleeting as the
ever-changing Halloween costume.
Now that fewer children are going out trick-or-treating, adults
are using the time to become the person they always wanted to be, at
least for one night.
"The idea of dressing up essentially says you’re taking control over
something you’re afraid of by becoming that thing yourself," SJSU
psychology Prof. Sheila Bienenfeld said.
"It’s like pretending to be a demon, so the real demons won’t bother
you," she said.
Last year everyone wanted to become Indiana Jones, said Larry
Margolin, owner of Larry’s Theatrical in San Jose. Every year the hot
adult costume changes, he said.
And just what are the masses dressing up as this year?

Adults and children make the holiday season
a time to be someone or something else

V. Richard Han

"Ninjas!" yelled Margo Lawrance, longtime saleswoman at Larry’s. "I never want
to see another Ninja costume as long as I
live!"
Ninjas were ancient Japanese assassins
during the samurais’ rule of the island.
"I think the Ninjas popularity may have
a lot to do with the admiration people have
about the Japanese now," Bienenfeld said.
"And maybe a certain amount of fear and
envy.
Lawrance said that just as "Indiana
Jones and the Temple of Doom" influenced
last year’s crop of dreamers, "American
Ninia," a low -budget, Rambo-in -a -kimono
type flick, has brightened the eyes of
hundreds of junior Chuck Norris fans.
If your desire is to walk silent and unseen
through the shadows disguised as a Ninja,
Joe Reinke, manager of Victoria’s Theatrical
Supply in San Jose and Cupertino, has news
for you.
His is the only place in the Bay Area with
any Ninja threads left, and most of are in
child sizes.
"The factory that we bought our Ninjas
from had sold 230,000 in just kids’ sizes
alone," Reinke said. "That’s outside of all the
other costumes they sell."
He said this year nothing in particular
has struck the fancy of adults buying from his
shop Typically, pirates, witches and
monsters are popular with the older set, but
even Hie popularity of these costumes can’t
be predicted with any sort of accuracy, he
said.
Disneyland is having its 30-year
anniversary this year, so 01’ Mickey and
Minnie Mouse have made a costume
comeback the last couple of years, he said
Minnie is by far the most popular of the
Disney characters when it comes to
costumes.
The Costume Bank in Los Altos also has a
smorgasbord of intriguing Halloween
apparel to choose from.
Helena Willi, who is one of many
volunteers that run the Costume Bank for the
Assistance League of Santa Clara County,
said that convicts and Roarin’ 20’s costumes
are the "in" thing this year.
Artichokes, grapes and other edibles
seem lobe popular as costumes, as well as
pumpkins, witches, skeletons and the other
perennial Halloween favorites, Willi said.
Gorilla masks are also in vogue at the
Costume Bank, which donates its proceeds to
charitable projects, Willi added.
Willi said she gets a lot of students from
SJSU, Santa Clara and Stanford, plus adults
from Halloween party -oriented corporations.
"Dressing up is a way of identifying with
something you’re either afraid of, or
something you would like to become,"
Bienenfeld said.

Actors
dress up
all year
By Patricia Pane
Daily staff writer

Ron Cockerolle - Daily staff photographer

For actors, Halloween is a night like any
other
They have no need to dress up, they do it
every day. They have no reason to engage in
tales of ghosts and superstition, for they are
the most superstitious people in the world.
For an actor, everything hinges on
chance: being in the right place at the right
time could mean a job. An actor thinks: If
I’m first on the list of auditioners, it means
the casting director will remember me. After
all, constant rejection must be rationalized in
some way.
Theatrical superstitions abound. Just to
name a few. .
A bad final dress rehearsal means a
good opening night.
A cat backstage is good luck. Onstage
they are bad luck.
It’s good luck to start a performance 13
minutes late.
A spider in the dressing room means
good luck, but anything to do with peacocks is
very unlucky.
Actors never wish each other good luck
before going onstage. To do so means parting
with good luck yourself and besides, to wish
luck is to tempt the Fates. Actors are told to
"break a leg," or "give ’em hell."
Leaving a bar of soap in the dressing
room means an actor will return to that theater to do another play.
In the Broadway musical theater, a
"gypsy" robe is passed from one chorus to
another. Something from each show it has
visited is sewn onto it to ensure a long run for
the show. This custom began in 1949 with
"Gentlemen Prefer Blondes" and continues
to the present day.
Whistling brings bad luck. It means the
person closest to the door will be fired. It was
originally forbidden because it had the power
to "whistle up" an adverse wind, the failure
of the play.
Actors are even superstitious about colors.
Green is an unlucky color. In Medieval
plays, it was worn by the actor who played
the devil.
Green is also the color of the fairies. They
may get jealous if mortals wear it and then
cause trouble onstage.
continued on page -,

A pumpkin hunter holds onto his find in a field in Half Moon Bay during the Pumpkin Festival last week
By Nancy Kawanami
Daily staff writer

Pumpkins
edible symbols
of the season

Hang a pumpkin around your neck, and according to
traditional customs, you will be free of evil influences.
This belief came out of seventh century thought,
which stressed preventive measures. Today, a pumpkin’s
nutritional value may help in the prevention of cancer.
"(They’re) a great source of vitamin A," said Kathryn Sucher, SJSU assistant professor of nutrition.
There are two forms of vitamin A. Retinol, the animal
form, can be toxic if taken in high doses, and carotene, the
plant form, can "make you turn orange if you take in too
much but it can’t hurt you." Sucher said.
"It’s always important to get a lot of carotene be-
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cause) it may protect you against certain cancers,"
Sucher said.
"Retinol is not recommended because of its toxicity,"
Jean Downes, lecturer of nutrition, said
These orange, plump symbols of Halloween have an
interesting, Gothic background.
Raymond Jahn, in his concise dictionary of holidays,
described Halloween as having accumulated many traditions reaching back to the time of the Druids in England
and of the Roman festival to Pomona, goddess of the harvest. Harvest symbols, such as pumpkins, stem from
Roman traditions, he wrote.
continued on page 5
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Prof dispels Halloween myth

Omens and squash
Superstitions take center stage
continued from page
Yellow is a very unlucky color.
Yellow roses sent to an actor
means death to a friend. On the
other hand, a first -night good luck
telegram that shows signs of yellowing is a good omen, as actors believe the yellower the telegram, the
longer the run.
Perhaps the most notorious
theatrical superstition has to do
with the play that is cursed: "Macbeth."
It is absolutely forbidden to
mention "Macbeth" or to quote
from it while in a theater. It must
be referred to as "The Scottish
Play" or "The Play "
This superstition began on
opening night in 1606, when the
actor cast to play Lady Macbeth
became ill and Shakespeare had to
perform in his place. Commissioned by King James I, he greatly
disapproved of the play, and it was
struck from the repertoire for 50
years.
Disaster, in one form or another, has nearly always plagued
productions of "Macbeth."
For example, in 1849 a riot at
the Astor Place Opera House where
Macbeth was playing killed 31 people. In the 1937 Old Vic production
calamity prevailed: the director
was in an auto accident: the producer’s dog died: Laurence Oliv-

ier, who was playing Macbeth, lost
his voice; a 25-pound weight fell
and almost crushed Olivier and the
head of the Old Vic died on opening
night.
But for those actors who insist
on quoting Macbeth. there is an an-

tidote.
Leave the dressing room, turn
around three times, spit over your Dal
Neal
Sheiarstytai-sflta
left shoulder and then knock three
times on the dressing.room door
before re-entry, as in the movie
"The Dresser"

Pumpkins used as charm against evil
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continued from page I
In the Dictionary of Mythology Folklore and Symbols by Gertrude Jobes, Halloween occurs at the time
of the ancient autumn festival of the Druids, when they
celebrated with merriment and feasting.
Though it marked the waning power of the sun and
the beginning of winter, it was at the same time the occasion for opening the stores made in the summer, a
natural occasion for a feast. The Druids also associated ghosts, hobgoblins and witches, fairies and

Children to get
tricks and treats
in L.A. malls
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TeenLOS ANGELES API
age taunts led Pamela Bowser a couple years ago to seek new haunts for
the young trick -or-treaters in her
neighborhood. She found shopping
malls.
And the Carson woman vowed
her two children would never walk
residential streets on misty Halloween nights again.
"I think it’s probably safer in the
mall," she said. "You don’t have everything that’s going on in the
streets."
Throughout Southern California,
a growing number of malls, parks
and churches are welcoming trick-ortreaters.
Rex Beaber, a clinical psychologist at UCLA Medical Center, said:
"If this denominator persists, Halloween, which has always been a
child’s event, may be significantly altered."
Critics contend malls have
latched onto Halloween as a commercial venture. Mall officials say they
are expressing their good will to the
community by providing safer environments for children.
Irene Goldenberg, director of
psychiatric services for the Children’s Division at the UCLA Medical
Center, said she considers it a commercial ploy.
"Private agencies are doing it to
lure families into stores," she said.
"It’s lighted, but I don’t know if it’s
really safer What it suggests is that
the responsibility is being changed
from public agencies to the commercial areas."
Last year, for the first time, Del
Amo Fashion Center in suburban
Torrance held a trick -or -treating
event that attracted 15,000 people.
"It’s really a magical adventure," said Brandace Berger, a mall
spokeswoman "The way I look at it
: is if you give something back to the
community, it will always come back
to you
attachcommercial
Despite
ments, police say malls can provide a
safer, more controlled environment
by keeping children off the streets
and out of danger.
"Our kids are a most precious resource and they are in danger in the
streets," Torrance police Lt. Paul
Nowatka said. "There are just a multitude of people trying to encourage
other alternatives to door-to-door
trick -or -treating "
In addition to fears of candy poisonings or razor-laced apples, parents worry about traffic accidents,
fights and falls, Nowatka said.
Donald Brenneis, anthropology
professor at Pitzer College in Claremont, said malls, churches, cities
and parks are taking over Halloween
events because there has been a
neighborhood
in
breakdown
relationships
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NEW YORK API Fears about
"Halloween sadists" who give trick or-treaters candy containing sharp
objects or poisons are exaggerated,
based on a myth that diverts attention from greater dangers to children, a sociologist says.
"We’ve blown this thing way out
of proportion," said Joel Best, a sociology professor at California State
University at Fresno, who described
what he called the urban legend of
the Halloween sadist in the November issue of Psychology Today.
While incidents of tainted candy
occur occasionally, "there is no reason to feel that Halloween sadism is a
major threat to children," Best said
Sunday in a telephone interview. "I
think we waste, nationally, just an
enormous amount of energy on this
problem and it isn’t worth it."
Attention would be better spent
on hazards like unsafe toys, cribs and
other consumer products, as well as
school bus accidents, he said. Important Halloween dangers are those of
children being hit by cars or tangled
in their costumes, he said.
In the magazine, Best wrote,
"Everyone knows that Halloween
sadists have been responsible for
countless deaths and serious injuries.
Fortunately, everyone is wrong."
He reported finding no evidence
of death or serious injury from Halloween sadists between 1958 and 1964
in the Los Angeles Times, the Chicago Tribune, the Fresno Bee and the

Within each of us
lies the secret of
a better appearance ...

elves with the celebration.
Pumpkins were seen as a charm to avert evil influences, Jobes wrote.
One of the traditional customs was the building of
great bonfires to keep away the evil spirits released by
the god of evil on that night, she wrote
People gathered around the fire and related their
experiences with queer noises, strange flutterings,
trembling shadows, and mystic practices. This was a
forerunner of the ghost story so customary a part of today’s observance.
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But he said it is "perfectly reasonable- for parents to inspect their
children’s Halloween candy, just as
they should make sure the child can
see out of his mask and does not run
around unsupervised on streets after
dark
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One explanation for the lack of
serious injuries comes from investigations by reporters, police and
candy manufacturers that found
most reported incidents were hoaxes,
often perpetrated by children, Best
said.
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in 1982 after eating a candy bar that
police said was treated with an insecticide
He said his point is not that such
incidents never happen, but that they
are not as widespread as believed
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index to the New York Times No reports of serious injuries appeared in
an index to popular magazines or a
medical journal database, he said
The newspaper search found 76
specific instances of tainted Halloween candy, and allusions to hundreds
more, Best said One child required
10 stitches, which was by far the most
serious injury reported, he said Sun
day. Most injuries were on the order
of pinpricks.
Best excluded a 1974 Texas case
of an 8-year-old who died after his father gave him cyanide-laced candy.
In a 1970 case of apparent Halloween
sadism, a child’s death was later traced to heroin he had found in a relative’s home, Best said,
Best said he was unaware of a
Cranston, R.I., youth who collapsed
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The director of
"The French Connection"
is back on the street again.
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WHO SHOULD MAKE
THE DECISION?
Life is precious.
and the decision to create a new
life is complex and very personal
There is a diversity of views on abortion rights in the
religious community. To select one theological belief
and impose it on all, through law, would be a serious
denial of our First Amendment freedoms of conscience and religious expression.
The Religious Coalition For Abortion Rights
is comprised of 31 national religious organizationsChristian,
Jewish and other religious groups. As to when abortion is morally justified, each group and each believer have their own
views. All preserve the right of conscience by safeguarding the
right to choose abortion legally .
4

A problem -pregnancy
Clergy Counseling Referral Service
is available by calling collect.
FOR MORE INFORMATION,
Religious Coalition for Abortion Rights
of Northern California
P.O. Box 41924
Sacramento, CA 95841
(916)338-5533
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Program attracts graduates
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Graduate studies lessens tough job competition
By Jack Tordjman
Daily waft writer
Graduate Studies attract more
and more students because there is
tough competition going on to get a
job that pays well, said Juan Lujan,
recruitment cordinator for the graduate division at the University of California at Riverside.
Lujan said it is important to be
aware of it and take appropriate
steps to get into graduate school An
important aspect of the process is the
application procedure, said Beverly
Scott, Stanford University Graduate
Studies and Research assistant di
rector. Students should realize that
they need to apply early and gather
all the information as soon as possible, Scott said.
As far as Stanford University is
concerned, Scott, who is a SJSU
Alumni, said that one doesn’t need to
have a 4.0 (PA to be accepted. There
are many programs available for
SJSU students
Scott said that to be more prepared to apply to a particular school,

department or program, students
need to get the information that is not
in brochures and approach as many
sources of information as possible
such as other graduate students and
professors, Scott said
Among the important points,
Scott explained, students should be
aware that they first have to look for
the program they really want and get
in touch with the appropriate depart
ment. Students should also try to get
as much information as they possibly
can.
According to Lujan, more and
more students are considering graduate school as a logical step in their
education and career. Our society is
pushing people always to go on.
Therefore, people want to go back to
school be more educated, Lujan said.
Another phenomenon related to
graduate studies is the fact that some
people who have been out of school
for a certain time decide to go back to
get another degree or advance their

career, Lujan said
"Nothing should be left for the
last minute," Scott said. Financial
aid and housing are usually available
and represent other important matters," said Marilyn Radisch, SJSU
Admissions and Records assistant director
Radisch said that students should
make the proper arrangements and
keep on checking with the different
offices They need to be on top of everything of what’s going on, Lujan
said.
Among the requirements for
graduate studies are three letters of
recommendation that need to be presented with the application. The letters of recommendation help the persons who determine if you’re
qualified for the program to have an
idea of what you are worth, Scott
said. Students should get the kind of
letters that will give them an advantage and therefore need to be selective when asking professors to
write those letters, Scott said.

Campus society recognized
Black Masque members are
nominated by department heads of
different schools, and membership is
restricted to 25 seniors. There are
currently 23 members. Larke said
that getting the club recognized on
campus will change that.

The constitution also calls for
members to be involved in a minimum of two other activities, one of
which must be on campus. Larke, for
example, is a member of business
fraternity Phi Alpha Theta and the
Army Reserve.
"We have members from the College Republicans, honor societies.

Kahane
calls for
expulsion
of Arabs
Rabbi
LOS ANGELES (AP)
Meir Kahane, the American -born
founder of the militant Jewish Defense League, called for the expulsion of all Arabs from Israel, but representatives of II Jewish organnizations condemned his views
"I don’t intend to sit quietly by
while Arabs intend to liquidate my
state, either by bullets or by having
babies," Kahane, 53, told 300
cheering supporters Tuesday night at
the Century Plaza Hotel
"I’ll throw (hem out," he said.
Kahane’s appearance was sponsored by Kach International, the
American wing of his political party
in Israel He said the party is growing
and will one day have a decisive role
in Israeli politics
"Sometime in the next four years
the Arab will turn on his radio and
hear that Kahane is prime minister,"
he said "Can you imagine what that
will mean’ They will leave They’ll
hag me to let them go
’It’s important that you know
what the name ’Kahane’ means to the
Arabs It means terror They’re
afraid -- and that’s the only language
they understand"
About 150 demonstrators representing It Jewish organizations
protested his appearance with a candlelight vigil across the street from
the hotel
In a prepared statement, the organizations jointly condemned Ks bane’s call for expulsion of Arabs
from Israel, saying that the JD!.
founder’s "words and actions are
alien to the precepts of Judaism "

rovia police officer’s job in January
1982, when there were no women or
blacks on the police force.
She passed the written and oral
exams and was placed on an eligibility list, but another applicant was
hired. The list expired automatically
after six months.
In her suit, Lowe said Monrovia’s

*
*

Yesterday a woman reported
that her car, which was parked in the
employee lot near the Central Classroom Building, had been broken into.
She told UPD that $400 in clothing
and cassetts had been stolen.
Campus Crimes is compiled by Daily
staff writer David Leland.
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personnel division manager, Betty
Logans, told her that the city had no
blacks or women on the police force
and no "facilities."
Lowe said Logans suggested she
apply in Los Angeles, where the police department was "literally begging for minorities and especially females."

.1: -.II,

*

University Police arrested a nonstudent Monday for being on campus.
The man had violated a written order
banning him from SJSU for 14 days.
He was booked into Santa Clara
County Jail for trespassing.
Officer Eddied Anderson said the
man "creates a disturbance" on

Dan Larke
resident advisers from the dorms and
former Associated Students President Michael Schneider."
Larke said Black Masque was
well-known on campus when it was
first established in 1930, but it was not
recognized by the Associated Students. He said that Black Masque lost
its popularity in 1965 when the campus yearbook went out of publication.
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police could respond.

campus and is "mentally disturbed
Recently the man was told to
leave campus after he took his
clothes off in the men’s restroom in
the Engineering Building. The man
also attempted to steal from the
Spartan Bookstore but was not arrested.

Campus Crimes

Campus police detained and released a juvenile Tuesday after it
was reported he was exposing himself while riding his bike in front of
the SJSU chapel. Police said the person who reported the crime refused

Race-discrimination suit reinstated
SAN FRANCISCO ( API
A federal appeals court on Wednesday reinstated the race -discrimination suit
of a black woman who sought a job in
the all -white police force in Monrovia
and allegedly was urged to apply instead in nearby Los Angeles
By a 2-1 vote, a panel of the 9th
U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals ruled
that Kathryn Lowe had made enough
of a case of race discrimination to
warrants trial.
The court reversed a ruling by
U.S. District Judge Cynthia Holcomb
Hall of Los Angeles, dismissing the
suit before trial.
Hall was later appointed to the
appeals court by President Reagan,
but took no part in the appellate ruling.
Lowe, a graduate of a police
training program, applied for a Mon -

to press charges against the juvenile
responded to a report of an adult exposing himself The man fled before

Three cars were burglarized
Oct.24 in the 10th street garage. University Police said there was no connection between these thefts and the
recent burglaries which resulted in
the arrest of two men early in October. The victims reported a combined loss of 92,250. All three cars
burglarized were Volkswagens and
all had stereos stolen out of them

were the most active leaders on campus. I think it’s an elitist organization."

"If Black Masque is known, we’ll
have a larger pool of students to select from because more people will
know about it," Larke said. "I was
nominated, and I knew nothing about
it."

"Scram kid, this is my beach and
I rule it with an iron fist!"

Cars burglarized in 10th Street Garage

Black Masque accredited
By DarrIn Edward Baker
Daily staff writer
After being on campus for 55
years, Black Masque honor society
has been recognized as a campus organication by Associated Students
Student Services.
"It started out as an all -female
organization," club president Dan
Larke said. "They used to wear black
masks and meet at midnight."
Larke said Black Masque started
in 1930 when SJSU was known as San
Jose State Teachers College. It remained an all-female organization
until 1977.
According to the club’s constitution, only seniors 190 units or more)
with a GPA of at least 3.0 are eligible.
Members of the organization are chosen at the end of their junior year and
seniors graduating in May will be
given preference over those graduating in December.
"That has been in the constitution for a long time," Larke said.
"They were looking for what they felt

somebody’s
Well, well, well
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your State Boards
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and meet other baslt officer entry requirements
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Problems
hamper
SJSU play
By Gloria J. Debowski
Daily staff writer
Most of the seven characters
in "Buried Child" are like
something which one character in
the play keeps bringing in from
the farmyard vegetables. They
seem to have lost touch with their
roots because they will not face
their pent-up emotions. As a
result, they are unfeeling and
border on lunacy.
The setting of Sam Shepard’s
Pulitzer Prize winning play is an
old farmhouse filled with
dilapidated furnishings and
deteriorated personalities. Booze
and pills litter the room and the
thoughts of the farm family as

By V. Richard Hero
Daily staff writer
Two months of work came to a
culmination last Friday when
"Buried Child" opened to a nearcapacity crowd at SJSU Theatre
last Friday.
More than 50 individuals,
including actors, set designers,
and costumers, put in long hours
to ensure a successful premiere of
the Pulitzer Prize winning play.
"I lucked out on the casting,"
said Director Jeff Richards, a
graduate student.
Richards estimated that he
save two weeks of production time
because of casting.
"Each person fit his
character so well," he said. "I
saved time trying to mold a
person who’s not right for the
part."
Rehersals began for the cast
in early September, five nights a
week, four hours an evening.
During this time, set
designers and dressmakers
worked on getting the scenery and
costumes ready for opening night.
To help make the production
authentic to the original, Richards
said he did extensive research of
the play’s author, Sam Shepard.
He described Shepard as a
western writer.
"He deals with the desert,
with western cities and the
pioneer man and cowboys,"
Richards said.
"Buried Child" is Richards’
thesis for his master’s degree in
directing. Richards receives a
grade for his work on the
production.
"This is the equivalent of a
thesis paper for an MFA,"
Richards said. "I still write a
support paper for the production,
but the production is the actual
thesis."

Review
they try to hide from themselves
and their pasts.
The first act is slow and
many questions raised go
unanswered. We don’t know why
the family is a group of misfits.
We aren’t told what the terrible
secret is that led to such insanity
The secret, revealed in the
final act, explains some of the
characters’ actions, tying the
story together. But why the family
was capable of the act is not dealt
with. The play leaves out a piece
of an interesting psychological
puzzle.
Maybe the play isn’t totally
absorbing because of a lack of
character development, the
actors weren’t quite convincing in
their roles. Dodge, played by
Kenneth Czworniak, looks like a
young man wearing make-up
instead of the patriarch he is
supposed to be.
Grandson Vince, played by
Thomas M. Halligan, Jr., spends
much of the last act flailing about
on stage in reaction to not being
recognized by his family, an
emotion that seems forced.
Shelly, played by Deborah
Ann Norman, adds some life to the
play. Yet personality isn’t
developed or explained.
The performance of Thomas
M. Bryan, as Dodge’s son Tilden,
is more believable, and his
character is three-dimensional.
Tilden is a half-wit who openly
bears the scars of the secret he
keeps. He wants to bring the truth
out into the open, just as he wants
to bring in the vegetables from the
farmyard.
"Buried Child" is playing at
the University Theatre Oct. 30 and
31, and Nov. land 2, at 8 p.m.
Tickets are $6 general admission
and $5 student and senior citizen
ddmission.

(Top) Tom Brian (left) and
Tom Hallisan prepare
themselves for opening
night. Matt Gordon (right)
takes advantage of Dodge’s
sleeping state to cut his
hair at the end of the first
act.

Photographs by
V. Richard Haro

Tim Keesaen (above) builds scenery for "Buried Child." Ken Czworniak (right)
goes through the two-hour process of makeup.
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Future slates won’t get any easier for SJSU football
But 1905 has been dramatically different. Not only is
SJSU 9-3 against the rosy conference, it has beer
outscored by Cal, Stanford and Arizona 130-28. As if the
Spartans haven’t seen enough of big-time West Coast
football, they have to travel to Eugene and play the
Oregon Ducks Saturday.
Oregon, coming off a 49-37 victory over San Diego
State last week, figures to add to SJSU’s already staggering point differential, although the Spartans
have beaten the Ducks in the teams’ last three meetings
0975, ’82 and ’83).
Next year’s Pac-10 schedule won’t get any easier. It
will definitely set the tone for the remainder of the 1986
season.
SJSU opens with four consecutive games against
Pac-10 teams, the first of which is at home against
Oregon The Spartans then face Washington State,
Stanford and Cal all on the road.
If you think that’s going to be a rough way to open a
season, check out who the Spartans are scheduled to
play in their first game of 1987. The Penn State Nittany
Lions.
Let me repeat that. The Penn State Nittany Lions.
And the game will be played in State College, Pa.
before thousands of blood-thirsty fans.
The Lions, 7-0, are currently ranked third in the
nation and are one of only five teams in college football
history to win 600 or more games. They haven’t had a

The Official Score

Scott
Vigallon

Sports Editor

been a factor whenever
pRIDE HAS ALWAYS
SJSU’s football team plays Pac-I0 schools In the
recent past, the Spartans were able to rise to the
occasion, surprising the big boys of the West. In fact,
they were 9-7 against the Par -10 in five years prior to
this season.

Not much business
at NorPac meeting
Anne Spandau
Daily staff writer

The semiannual meeting of NorPac was held Monday and Tuesday,
but it was not a typical conference
meeting.
With the impending breakup of
NorPac at the end of the academic
year (June 19861, the usual agenda of
planning for next year’s activities
had to be scrapped.
Instead, the NorPac members
finished planning this year’s events,
began preparing for the dissolution
and talked about maintaining good
relationships between schools for
possible future competition.
"It’s hard saying goodbye to a
conference that has been very good
for our women’s teams," Mary Zimmerman, SJSU’s Women’s Athletic
Director, said.
NorPac is disbanding because
the Pac-I0 is forming a women’s conference. Five of the seven NorPac
schools, California, Oregon, Oregon
State, Washington and Washington
State, will join the new Pac-10 conference. This will leave SJSU and
Fresno State to join the PCAA women’s conference.
Zimmerman said joining the
PCAA will be a good move because
now men’s and women’s athletics
will be in the same league. She said

both departments will follow the
same rules and attend the same
meetings.
Zimmerman said formal announcement of SJSU and Fresno joining the PCAA will come in December
at a PCAA meeting. The decision to
join has already been made and accepted, but the official declaration is
needed.
Zimmerman likened the dissolution to a divorce because it is a sad
breakup, but she said a positive attitude was present during the meeting.
She said SJSU is experiencing
the best of both worlds because it has
been involved with a strong conference ( NorPac ) and is going into a
conference that is two years old, but
has already gone through its growing
pains.
Zimmerman added she is hopeful
that having both the men’s and women’s departments in the same conference would make scheduling games
with schools easier. For example, if a
soccer game, a volleyball game and a
football game were all scheduled for
the same day, it would now be possible to have all the games be against
the same school. This would help the
visiting school with transportation
and in getting fan support to the
games.
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Your Host, Mizan, suggests:
Our boneless chicken and lamb cubes
marinated in spices and roasted in
underground circle oven served with
saffron -flavored basmati rice.
Lunch 11-2:30, Dinner 5-10
OPEN 7 DAYS Sunday
Buffet 11-2:30
AVE. SAN JOSE (RESERVATIONS ONLY) 278-7727

losing season since 1938 -- an N(’AA record of 46 straight
non-losing campaigns. In his 19 years at Penn State,
head coach Joe Paterno has won more than 80 percent of
his games
After that game. SJSU plays three consecutive Pact() teams on the road.
Have fun.
M I THE ONLY ONE in this world who gets sick
every time an American president telephones
the winning team’s locker room after a
championship game?
It wouldn’t have been so bad if President Reagan
had called the Kansas City Royals to offer his
congratulations the day after the World Series. But why
does it always have to be on national television?
Sportscasters inevitably hype the phone call up to
be a big deal. The result is either: ha bad connection.
2) the president misreads his cue cards and flubs up or
3 he says nothing meaningful.
All three happened Sunday night.
After critically acclaimed analyst Reggie Jackson
asks his long -researched, well -thought -about queston of
"How do you feel?" to Royals manager Dick Howser
and owner Ewing Kauffman, begets word that the
president is on the line.
Reggie gives a pair of headsets to Howser, but
technical difficulties prevail. Five minutes later.

HOLIDAY JOBS
100 OPENINGS
The Price Club of
Redwood City is
Intervie. ving on
Campus Thurs., Oct. 31,
in the Business
Tower, Room 50

Interviews Take
Place Every 10 Minutes

NO APPOINTMENT
NECESSARY
EARN $5.75 an hour
For more Information, contact
The Career Planning & Placement Center

Bein,; a Marine Corps Officer can open the door to opportunities you may have thought were beyond your reach. It
helped Marine Officer Charles Bolden become a NASA astronaut. And if you’re willing to make the commitment, it could
help you also. You can get started while you’re in college
with our undergraduate officer commissioning program. You could take
advantage of getting:
$100 a month while in school
Freshmen and Sophomores train
during two six-week summer sessions
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Reagan’s voice is finally heard l’hc prez ga Ve his
opening speech, congratulating such K.C. stars as
George Brett, Willie Wilson and Jim Quisenberry.
I didn’t realize at the time that Quisenberry
changed his first name from Dan
Besides not knowing which person he was talking to.
Reagan proceeded to offer nothing. He probably didn’t
even watch the game, although I admit it wasn’t much
of a game.
However, it seems the only reason he makes these
wasted phone calls is because he did it a couple of times
early in his presidency, and he feels obligated to keep
doing it.
Besides, players and coaches can’t belittle him
when he asks stupid questions like they do when sports
writers and sportscasters ask them.
Most of the blame, though, has to be placed on
television. TV sets everything up. Viewers used to get a
taste of the post -game celebration, with players
Jumping up and down and pouring champagne on one
another.
Now, the network sets up a stage with an conducive
background and brings a short stoppage to the jovial
atmosphere. The commissioner awards the
championship trophy, then the world silences in
anticipation for the president’s waste of time.
After Reagan’s term in office ends, this waste of
time will most likely continue. But is this really
necessary?

WIN A TRIP FOR 2
to LAKE TAHOE
At Baja’s Halloween
Extravaganza!
Grand Prize 3 days & 2 nights
Tahoe High Sierra (inc. airfare & hotel)
Over $500 in prizes
Have your picture taken
in your costume
THURSDAY, October .31
Winners selected by random drawing

nfl
CAFE&
SALOON

499 E. Hamilton Ave.
i Next to Breuners
Campbell 374-4290

each paying more than $1100
Juniors train in one ten -week summer session and earn
more than $1900
Free civilian flying lessons
A starting salary of more than $17,000
Immediately upon graduation you
Ipm could become a Marine
Officer. It’s your choice.
Maybe you’re the kind of
man we’re looking for.

We wantyou
to go as far
asyou can.
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One Stop
BOOK STORE

LARGEST SELECTION
BAY AREA
IN THE
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420 TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE
Stevens Creek at Winchester
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Field hockey team
shoots downs Bears
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Second-half outburst beats Cal 4-1
By Rob Gibbany
Daily staff writer
The SJSU field hockey team went
hunting for Bears yesterday at Spartan Field. They were successful,
scoring four second-half goals to beat
Cal 4-1.
With the victory, the Spartans
move into first place in the NorPac
Conference with a 3-2-1 record (7-5-1
overall). Cal, which was first going
into the game, drops to second and is
now 3-3-1 in NorPac, 4-7-1 overall
The first half was scoreless,
though SJSU dominated by keeping
the ball in Cal’s half of the field for
most of the half.
SJSU had five shots inside the
goal circle in the first half and two
outside the circle. By comparison,
Cal had no shots from inside the circle and only three outside.
Both goalies
SJSU’s Jackie
McGarry and Cal’s Kim Haas
had
two first-half saves.
The second half opened with both
teams aggresively attacking. Just a
few minutes into the half, Cal’s Stacey Wharton broke free of the de. vfense and took a shot that was saved
in a diving effort by McGarry.
The Spartans’ offensive pressure
finally paid off a short time later,
When 10 minutes and 23 seconds into
the half, forward Janice Johnston
slapped the ball past a sliding Haas
- and into the net.
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Flores
explains
Seattle’s
downfall
MANHATTAN BEACH (AP)
Seattle Seahawks are one of sev-eral National Football League teams
/"who haven’t performed up to expec)4ations so far this year, joining San
Francisco, Washington, St. Louis and
i:.Pittsburgh, among others.
1**
Coach Tom Flores of the Los Anti, geles Raiders had some specific anr::swers when asked why he believed
the Seahawks didn’t have a better re.eord than the 4-4 mark they possess
at the season’s halfway point.
Z.:

The shot was set up by a penalty
corner shot from forward Celine Regalia to forward Kim Green. Green
was tackled by a Cal defender and
the ball rolled free, where Johnston
took control and guided it into the
goal.
SJSU kept the pressure on, when
less than a minute later, forward
Debbie Dulin took a shot that was
kicked away by Haas.
Cal then took the offensive initiative, as midfielder Renee Wilson
slammed the ball past McGarry to tie
it up 1-1. The goal, which came 12:21
into the second half, was set up by a
penalty corner shot.
The Spartan defense reasserted
itself again, however, shutting Cal
down the rest of the way.
Meanwhile, the offense took
charge.
At the 18:58 mark, forward Imke
Laumans’ shot was kicked back out
by Haas. The ball rolled out to Regalia, who directed it into the net for the
game-winner.
SJSU upped its lead to 3-1 when
Laumans scored an unassisted goal
27:22 into the half. Dulin made it 4-1
1:30 later when she took a pass from
back Laura Justus and slapped it into
the net.
NOTES: Haas was the NorPac’s
leading goalie going into the game, with
a 0.8 per game average.

Mie Schneider

Forward Imke Laumans (right) goes after the ball with Cal’s Karyn Hillman close by. SJSU defeated the Bears 1-1.

If Elizabeth Barrett
and Robert Browning had
AT&T’s 60% and 40% discounts,
it would have been a terrible
loss for English literature.

"When you’re a preseason pick to
go to the Super Bowl, other teams
read that, too," Flores said yesterday at his weekly meeting with reporters. "You don’t have to sneak up
on anybody."
"And their turnover ratio I believe is minus one. The turnovers are
the one thing they haven’t had."
In order to equal their 12-4 record
of last season, the Seahawks would
have to win eight straight games
starting Sunday when they entertain
the Raiders.
A year ago, the Seahawks were a
plus 24 in the turnover department
plus 12 in both halves of the campaign. It will takes miracle for them
to even come close to that kind of success this year.
"They’re a good offensive team
with talent and a very good defensive
team," Flores said. "The turnovers
are the biggest difference from last
year."
The Seahawks would be 6-2, as
the Raiders are, had they been able
to win a pair of close games on the
road the last two weeks. But they
were beaten by Denver 13-10 in overtime and dropped a 17-14 decision to
the New York Jets last Sunday. Both
the Broncos and Jets have 6-2 records.
While the Seahawks have been
struggling lately, losing four of their
last six games, the Raiders have
been on a roll, winning their last five
outings. The most recent was a 34-21
victory over San Diego last Monday
night.
"Monday night football is great
until it’s over," Flores said. "Then
you have a short week to get ready,
especially if you have any kind of injuries. Our most severe was to (free
safety Vann) McElroy, who will be
listed as questionable with a hamstring injury.
"We’ve struggled, we’ve fought,
we’ve clawed. We’ve managed to get
back in a respectable position (after
a 1-2 start). We’re hanging in there.
You have to survive in this business.
"Usually when you start the season you have high hopes. First place
is a good place to be at the midpoint.
If you’d have given me a 6-2 record
(at the beginning of the year), 1 possibily would have taken it."
Flores made that last remark
....with a smile. The Raiders are tied for
first place in the American Football
Conference’s Western Division with
Denver. Seattle is two games off the
pace.

1

And of course, she wouldn’t have had to
restrict her feelings to a mere sonnet’s
length, either.
After all, you can always think of one
more way to tell someone you love them
when you’re on the phone.
Let us count the ways you can save.
Just call weekends till 5pm Sundays, or
from 11pm to 8am, Sunday through Friday,
and you’ll save 60% off AT&T’s Day Rate

on your state-to-state calls.
Call between 5pm and llpm, Sunday
through Friday, and you’ll save 40% on your
state-to-state calls.
So when you’re asked to choose a long
distance company, choose AT&T. Because
with AT&T’s 60% and 40% discounts, you
can satisfy your heart’s desire without
exhausting your means.
Reach out and touch someone:

AT&T

r 1985 ATAT Cornrritmtcotiom

Daily staff photographe

11.1111111111,
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The right choice.
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California blanks SJSU

Athlete of the Week

Spartans surrender season-high six goals in defeat

Clark’s versatility a big asset
By Rob Gibbany
Daily staff writer
Spartan tailback K.C. Clark .
who gained 209 all-purpose yards
Saturday in SJSU’s 34-26 victor
over Pacific, has been named the
KSJS/SparUm Daily Athlete of the
Week for the second time in three
weeks.
In the game, the Spartans first
win since Sept. 7, Clark ran for 130
yards on 24 carries and gained 55
yards on three pass receptions Ile
also returned two punts for a total
of 24 yards and caused a fumble
late in the game on a kickoff return.
Clark was also selected the
PCAA Co-Offensive Player of the
Week for his effort.
"He did a great job all-around,
running the ball, catching it and
causing a key fumble," head coach
Claude Gilbert said. "There’s not
much he can’t do on the football
field."
Offensive coordinator Terry
Shea described Clark’s play as "a
blood and guts performance."
Since Clark moved from strong
safety to tailback before the Fresno
State game on Oct 12, the Spartans
rushing game has begun to show
signs of life.
In the first five games, when
Clark was playing defensive back,
SJSU gained a total of 290 rushing

Playoff
situation
is clear
( AP) After all the complicated
tiebreakers which came into play
determine last season’s National
Football League playoff berths, figuring out the leaders at the halfway’
point of 1985 is simple.
It is particularly so in the National Football Conference, where a
year ago an abacus and two comput ers were needed.
If, for some reason, the season
were called off today, Chicago 184)1
would be the NFC Central champ, the
Rams (7-1) would win the West, and
Dallas (6-2) the East. The New York
Giants and Detroit Lions, both 5-3,
would be the wild -card teams with
the Giants getting the home field advantage for their game on the basis of
a better record within the conference
(5-2 to Detroit’s 4-3).
The Super Bowl champion San
Francisco 49ers would be out.
In the American Football Conference, the division champions would
be the New York’ Jets (6-2) in the
East and the Cleveland Browns (4-4 )
in the lackluster Central. Denver ( 62) would win the West over the Los
Angeles Raiders because the Broncos
are 2-0 in the division and the Raiders
are 1-1.
So the Raiders would get the
home wild-card spot. The Miami Dolphins, last year’s Super Bowl partici
pant, would sneak into the other wild
card spot on the basis of a 4-2 against
AFC teams to 3-2 for New England
Both teams are 5-3 overall.
There is, however, a half -season
to go, so don’t put that abacus away.

given Clark outstanding support.

K.(’. Clark
...SJSU tailback
yards in 166 attempts, for a 1.7 yard
average In the last three games,
with Clark at tailback, the Spartans have rushed for a total of 628
yards in 135 carries, a 4.7 yard average.
In each of those three games,
Clark has led all SJSU running
backs in rushing, with 79 yards
against Fresno State, 45 against
Arizona and 130 against Pacific. He
is SJSU’s leading rusher for the
season, with 254 yards in 48 carries.
"He has been a catalyst for the
rushing game," Shea said, adding
that the offensive line has also

"Sometimes the offensive linemen get more fired up because
they know the ball carrier they’re
blocking for is going to get those
extra yards," he said
Running back coach Wally
Gaskins also gave credit to both the
offensive line and Clark
"Our kids up front have been
blocking well all season,- he said.
"We’ve run the ball more since
K.C.’s been over there because
when we’ve run the ball, he’s gotten some positive yards out of it. So
we continue to run the ball."
Shea said Clark’s determination and competitive spirit are the
main reasons for the improved running game.
"It’s been proven in the last
few games that not very often does
the first hit stop K.C.," he said.
"That’s something he gives our offense that wasn’t quite part of us
earlier in the season. That’s his
best contribution to the team."
Clark may also have to use his
competitive spirit on defense, Gilbert said.
"He’s going to have to be prepared from here on out to play
some defense," he said. "We’d like
to not have to play him on defense,
but in case of an emergency another injury back there he may
have logo both ways."

By Scott Van Camp
Deily staff writer
The SJSU soccer team has seen
better days than yesterday.
California whipped the Spartans
6-0 in Berkeley, as the team allowed
the most goals scored against it all
season
The loss drops SJSU’s record to
6-9-2, 3-3 in the Pacific Soccer Conference. It also ends the team’s chances
for a winning season with two games
remaining.
The Bears, ranked 18th nationally, showed why against the Spartans, as they dominated the game at
both ends of the field.
"It was the combination of them
being such a good team and us not
generating an attack," SJSU coach
Julius Menendez said.
Spartan forward Matt Lord said
it was the same old "lack of offense"
story.
"This has been happening to us
all season. We’ve been ineffective
with the ball," he said.
The Spartans managed five
shots-on -goal in the game to California’s IS.
Most of those attempts came in
the first half when SJSU had the
Bears frustrated by playing tenacious defense.
Unfortunately for the Spartans
they never mounted much of a first -

’This has been
happening to us all
season. We’ve been
ineffective with the
ball.’
Matt Lord,
SJSU forward
half offense.
California finally broke through
36 minutes into the half when Mike
Nieto punched a shot into the left side
of the goal past SJSU’s Joe Gangale,
The PSC’s leading scorer, forward Mike Delaray 118 goals, three
assists), then made the score 24)
after Gangale was caught out of position in front of the net
In the second half, California
looked serious as it kept the ball at
the Spartan end throughout.
Bear forward Todd Brockman
added to the score with 16 minutes
gone in the half, then senior Aleksander Acimovic scored two goals to
make the score 5-0, and the game a
rout.
The Bears weren’t through. Cal
coach Bill Coupe had the team try to
pass the ball to Delaray to add to his
scoring lead. The ploy worked as Del-

It was the first time in his career
that Gangale had allowed five goals.
But with the way the Spartan offense
performed, the junior could hardly be
blamed.
"We had no offense. We’re not
doing anything up front," Gangale
said.
Even though Menendez had
hoped that playing on artificial turf
for the first time this season would
not affect his team, the players:
thought differently.
"The ball was coming at me a lot:
more quickly," said Gangale, who:
had seven saves.
"They’re ( the Bears) are used tol
this field and we weren’t. I think itt
was a factor in the game," Lord said. I
The highlight of the second halt!
was when California’s official scorer:
and game announcer got off a 50-yard;
kick of a ball that had gone out of:
bounds. The crowd of 75 in the caver.’
nous confines of Memorial Stadium
went wild.
NOTES: The Spartans face another tough teem, Fresno State, at 2
p.m. Saturday at Spartan Field. The
game will count towards the PSC and’
the PCAA standings. Fresno beat Cali,
fornia earlier this season on artificial
turf.

"BLORG CELEBRATES HALLOWEEN
THE SAME WAY WE DO.
WITH PLENTY OF LITE BEER
MASK’
SCARY
A
REAL
AND
Uecker
Bob

Even with Sunday’s win over the
Rams, the 49ers are still 4-4 and questions persist about what’s wrong. Nobody can really say, but here’s Coach
Bill Walsh’s latest version:
"You have to sacrifice a lot of put
together an 18-1 season. Then six
months later, it isn’t easy to come
back and try to do it all over again. It
isn’t easy to get back in the right
frame of mind after showing your
mental toughness for 18 consecutive
weeks. You don’t want to admit you
have an attitude problem but you
know it exists. We’ve been self-destructing.
"Unless you’re right at your best,
it’s tough to win in the NFL. We
showed in the first half we’re still capable of the kind of football we played
last year But we aren’t a playoff
team yet We’re still some distance
from being a playoff team "

Wightman Cup
opens today
WILLIAMSBURG, Va tAP
Chris Evert Lloyd will be seeking her
25th straight victory in Wightman
Cup play today when she leads the
United Slates into its annual team
competition against Britain’s women
tennis players
As a tune-up, Lloyd posted a 6-3,
6-2 victory over Annabel Croft, the
British squad’s top-ranked player, in
the WIT) finals of the Pretty Polly
tournament last week in Brighton.
England
"Her game is not established, Lloyd said yesterday of Croft "She’s
still improving I learned last week
that she has very good ground
strokes but needs to be a little more
aggressive "
Lloyd holds the No 1 spot in the
International computer rankings.

aray scored his second goal of the(
contest past SJSU goalie Jerry Nel,
son to make the final score 6-0.
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YOU ALWAYS WANT
IN A BEER. AND LESS.

Friends don’t let friends drive drunk.
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Spartaguide
To include your information in
Spartaguide. visit the Daily office in
Room 208, second floor of Dwight Bentol Hall.

So. 10th Street. For more information, call Marlene at 294-8311.

The Hillel Jewish Student Asso-

ciation will present Oneg Shabbat,
farbara Dubin’s "Jews of South Africa" Friday at the Hillel office at 300

START YOUR CAREER NOW
Earn money and work on Fortune
500 Companies marketing programs on campus. Part-time Iflexible) hours each week. We give
references
Call 1-800-243-6879.

Delta Sigma Pi will have a bake
sale from 9:30 a.m. to 2 p.m. today in
front of the Student Union.
Eta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc. will
be taking trick -or-treat orders at
10:30 a.m, today in front of the S.U.
For more information call 281-4768.
Reed Magazine will be receiving
work for possible publication from 4
- 7 p.m. today in Faculty Office,
Room 104. Call 971-9000, ext. 283 for
more information. Deadline is Fri-

day.
The Community for International
Students will have conversational
English tutoring from 10 a.m. to 12
p.m. today in the Administration
Building, Room 222. For more information call Muriel Andrews at 2794575.
The Physics Department will
hold a seminar on the "Dynamic
Analysis of the Violin Using Finite
Elements on the Cray XMP Computer" at 4 p.m. today in the Science
Building, Room 258.

Phi Beta Sigma Crescent Club
will have a bake sale from 9:45 a.m.
to 2 p.m. today in the S.U.

The India Students Association
will have a meeting from 10:30 a.m.
to 12:30 p.m. tomorrow in the S.U.
Costanoan Room.

Akbayan will hold a general
meeting at 1:30 p.m. tomorrow in the
S.U. Costanoan Room.

Tips on "Job Hunting Techniques
in the Hidden Job Market" will be
given at 12:30 p.m. today in the S.U.

Almaden Room by Career Planning
and Placement.
Reed Magazine will hold a meeting at 4 p.m. today in the Faculty Office, Room 104. For more information, call Steve Davis at 292-6135.

Yesterdaily
Campus
The English Skills Lab may be
eliminated by the early 1990’s due to
sticter requirements in high schools.

El Concilio, a coalition of Hispanic organizations of campus, is begining a fund-raising campaign for
the Mexican earthquake victims.

Sports
The Spartan volleyball team won
three of four games against Fresno
State.

Classified
ANNOUNCEMENTS
CHILD ABUSE TREATMENT PRO
GRAM Enhance pereonal and pro
Naylor.* growth as volunteer in
tern tn
program

world renowned local
Counuling
appon
services arra data processing.
fund raising
public
&rareness.
etc Bi ar mono lingual all majors.
gra & undergrad Experience from
cleric& to post grad. intro to atto
vat WE NEED YOU New cern
pa I C E.F., P.0 Box 952. SJ.
95108, 280-5055.
COFFIN RENTAL $50.00 A night de
posh Ca 296.4014

FURNITURE/STEREO. 40-1148" pa..,
veneer dining table
2 I
$45.
Contemporsay
6 drawat
dresser ammo, queen heed
board. 2 4 drawer chest* 2 night
stands like new all for 5375 4
28. H tempo $75 Pioneer stereo
receiver $65 cassette deck $65
tutniabie 135
747 9573 after
*pm

coperience the presence. power
and lova of God in very reel way
The
Overcorars
mat
every
Wednescley et 7 30pm et the Stu
dent Union. In the Costanan
room Cell BIM for info 279 2133
STUDENT DENTAL/OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll now, Save your teeth ayas
& money too For information
brochure see A S
140131371 6811

office or call

UNITED EXPRESS CHECK CASHING
Co will cash your financial aid 6
payroN check
at a low coat
w/no heaviesif you’re unhappy
with your mail drop or tl you need
one ma boxes we available One
block from campus
124 BE

ping Center. Saratoga do Campbell
Ayes San Joa. 378-5846 10%

$10 $360 Werekly,Up malRogoltcu
hal No quota! Sincerely Inter
Wed rush self adrased SnOe
lope Success P0 Bos 470CE0.

discount with this ad

HELP WANTED

call Campus Ministry et 298 0204
for worship counseling programs
and study opportunities Rey Ns
tele Shores Fr Bob Leger Sr
Joan Pamela Rev Sorb Firnaber

AUTOMOTIVE
DO YOU NEED AUTO INSURANCE"
Cell me for quote as I can guar
ant. coverage same day John
Mattson Monday through Satin
day from 9tam to 9pm 272 4092
JAPANESE ENGINES S TRANNIES No
cote cherge,11 mos warranty Fra
delve, Student Dracount Spar
tan DietrIbutors 365 7007
’84

FORD MUST 09 50 5 so
loaded ea cond am wen Must
58300101, 227 4076

’8 VESPA MOPED 2500 miles, cant
yea suspension. sport whale
Only $250, cell between 8 12
pm .114081779 1874

FOR SALE
ELEANOR’S VF 11 PLANTFOOOti A
’conetent feed’ type Plat Tad
Developed by Hydroponic aprons
A compiete nutritional balance
Plante become meignIficentn Afrl
Clan Violets pop with blooms
Galloping
’Charles
become
Foliar feeding incredible
and
oultMor
remits Ilndoor
plant.) Spectacular rang** ion
*Men. etc Ferns do Fica we not
drop Neves If foliar fed Mate*
Chucks

Better than 8 1 in traaphinting
Also plant ,.Incarnation powers!,
over do’ with VF 11
Toucan
and you cent burn yam plants"
Enjoy. Buy this mating VF 11 at
most grocery chains and garden
apply etoree Eleenbr ol Cafor
720 Unlyeray Los Gatos
Ce 950301408)395 3959

nee

AAAAA Y 11 HORROR GRAPHICS for
the Macintosh collection 1 Co.,
hems high quality images that you
Pan use directly or cuelornlee to
&arts your own Invitation* verde

L

announcements cartoons lk Poet
US funds
as
Sad 53205
theca or Unto ASH BOX 4808
Sant

Clem

Cs

95054

AAH

Woodstock, NI 60098

Woodstock. II 60098

EARN $ AS intramural sporte official in
football. volley.* akar. inner
tube weterpolo
or b AAAAA beg
Apply Leisure Services next to
Pub 277 2858
GOVt JOBS 116 040 $59.230/H
Now hiring Call 805 8078000.
Ent 89929 fot current federal
list
HANDYMAN $1015.
Mat
Snow
plumbing repairs primarily, but
painting. floor laying. etc More
than one person needed from time
to time. ad runs a NmeSter Call
Don 288 6847 01 Mrs Spalding
917 0831
HELP WANTED, Grew afar opportu
nit! High ay pan time job Call
Chester Da at 280-0888. eves
280.0918
MALE MODELS WANTED for male cal
enders. commercial. end general
repreantemin Send photo and re
sums or call for spot Testing email
to selected models Mr Tory AO
trey Northern Calif Talent Direr

Sate Clare St Phone 279 2101
WORSHIP AT CAMPUS Christi. Can
Sunday lutheren 1045..,
ter
Catholic 400 and 8 00prn Please

$80 00,hundtad paid for procemang
mall at horn& Intonation send
eelf addres.d. stamped envelope
Associates. Box 95. Roselle. New
Jersey 07203
510 1360 WEEKLY/UP MAILING/Unitas, No quotes! Sincere. Inter
ester,. rush self **bossed enve
lope Success, P.0 Box 470CEG.

lectures.

MUST SEE TO APPRECIATE!, The
Overcomer. is a dynamic group of
Christians tat enjoy the super
natural power do Naar* of God
the God of the universe is very
much alive and wients to make
himself known to you! Come end

Study

FUTONSII QUALITY COTTON PRODUCTS Create your own living do
shaping space with our futons a
Iowa
frames Custom Futons
Pillow. Plus 302 El Paha Shop

MILLE. JEWISH STUDENT ASSOC
Shabbat dinners pales. brunch
Hebrew Saone Tu.
day lunch program For informs
lion cell algal office at 294 8311

prate position announcement sail
able In Student Activities & Sera
ices Office. Old Cafeteria Submit
application by 500 pm November
1 Applicant must qualify for Work

Computer Graphic Productions

tor Male Image Agency

119 Cor

Yen
St
San
Frenciero
Ca
94114 Phone 415 871 6716
MC

DONALD’. NOW HIRING. Pr
aunt pay hare flexible wound
school schedule. 2 5 days 10 35
hr. ,wk Interview. M F 34 pm
Contact Kathy or David at 356
3095. 15475 Los Gatos Blvd

PRE SCHOOL TEACHER, M F 12 30
5 30prn
Cupertino Ara
257
40801o, ppointrant
RETAIL Milian Permanent and tem
pormy positions available Pay rale
sa 25/hr No &penance needed
will train Pert time and Full time
evellable Hours negotiable Eve
nings end weekend. eallable
Corproet scholarships awarded
We need *mph right ewe& Cell
14081275 9885 Mandell-Enda
12 noon 3pm only 111 line I. busy.
please be pawn and try again)
An Ewa* Opponunity Company’
SALES,

EARN

$400 $800/month

pen time or $2000 113000/month
full time with Health & PaIntIon
product. company Call Deep. at
1408)984 71131
SUMMER J08111 Nationaf Perk Co a
21 park 5 000 operrongs Co.,
plei Information $500 arra re
port

Mission Mtn

Co

651 2nd

Ave WN Neap.. Mt 59901
REGISTER WITH THE BEST. Whether
available In, work durtng the
week, weekendsoart time, tempo
nary, or only during the holidays
Call us today for information All
age end sill levels Best Tempo
nay Services 984 1340
We
TELEMARKETING RADIO TIME
nein entharatic taggreseive tell
phone salespeople who went to
work hard and re motivated by
money Cell Mrs Green & 971
9733
WANT HANDS ON !mochas ape..
Soc." Join
growing preschool
ea /super Ed purups.us
*alt.’
mat

Full time I part ha posi
lIons oval Good benefits aspen
and
& wages ECE reel Can
STUDY

POSITION
Student
Coercible,* in Orientation Seto
Minimum 16 tors !wit
ices
84 10/M

COUNSELORS OFFICE SPACE. full
time pen time or by the hr From
13 75/111, Los Gatos Cal Thefftea
Coverwy et 354E1888.
ROOMATE WNTD to ehr 2 bdrtn.apt
naaf SJSU 1325/mo .prodiss.
Hsu, sulnts 292.91339
FREE
OCT
STUDENTS. FACULTY, STAFF Need
Owe? Hans ewe SJSU off cam
pus housing program 277 3996
Fres Nods.
1 OUR. FURN COTTAGE. 1 5Ik horn
SJSU No pots, 51300. Cell 297
7879.

LOST b FOUND
Lost!! am rag,

IRVINGTON HIGH in
Student Union. If found plea.
cell Kevin et 657.3056

PERSONAL
CHRISTY LOVES HER SIGMA CHI Ng
bro. Than, for everathingt I love
you, Happy Halloween.
JACOUIZZING

MEXICALI
GUIS
TIONS and secrete Love &way..
YOU, little Si AAAAA Lily Frond..
and Stands

KIDS

Application

end rom

SocIal and spirituel aspects of the
doses. which are seventh* for life
long recovery Additional informs

tron ad
confidential contras
lion are suable ed no charge 24
HOUR
INFORMATION
LINE
14081426 3282. at 153
STAFF do STUDENTS), Car
141.4 tu.agaga Practione, offering
earnetive heath care Acupres
are therapy Swedish Eaten full
body masa@ deep ’rasa tnte
oration sessma avalleble Strictly
nonsexual Cell for apt afar 3
pm Janice Thurston C.M.P 14081
287 2993

IMMIGRATION ATTORNEY will con
sat with SJSU students for 30
mins FREE Practice Is limited to
all aspects of immigration & na
tionelity Law office is only
5
min Once from amp. For an ap
pointrant. call Robert Ng 0,14081
554 0596.
LOOKING FOR A WEDDING photogra
awn John Paulson Photography
afore each bride do groom the ult
mete something moraordiary We

LIFE IS NOT all horneworil Take time
for yourself do mat elligible tangles
through
personalized introduc
tion service
You
make
the
chokes
7408

Ca CHOICES at

971

NATIONAL GAY/II contact club for
men dr women Low rata SASE
Dean. P0 Box 28781, San Jose
Ca 95159
To Our Mg
Randy
much,

of THETA CHI Kevin
AS.
We love you ai
Pranks for bong the
GREATEST Herea to more.
BIOS

WOULD LIKE TO find
women corn
anion who would he wiling to Ilye
ahanchreoped 010.1 Call Brian Sr
298 23013

SERVICES
BACKACHE? Free exernmation & oat
mania. part of ’march prof.,
If you hove had low halt pain for
mme then 8 months & ere 2055
yr. old Magee call Pirne College
of Chiropractic West et 14081
244 8907. set 7

LOSE WEIGHT & IMPROVE your health
writer./
nutrition
program
Clans. swam & notices/Mt in
c,.a.ad energy & vitality No drug.
100% natural!, Used by meilkal
profession di ptofeesion& athlete.
100% atistation patentee& or
morray bark Call Mr Luciano el
258 3168, Mar 6 pm
LOWEST

1118

PHOTO CENTER Quality I hr
photo developing, rua service on
color 5 0 7’5 do prints trom slides
copy photo. Overnight slide pro
casing latent passport photos
greet service do guaranteed quality
Stevens Crk et Mocha., Town
& Country Village 985 7427

TYPING
AAA ACCURACY ACCOUNTABILITY
ACHIEVEMENT in typing that
tops
Try Tony Maw
296
2087 $ 1 50 per page quick turn
wound tradable aven days
week All work guerentad
ABANDON YOUR WORRIES & lee..
the typing to mar Fat accurata.
word processing $2 013/ds age
include.

me first

PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL fon ma
and women Special rate with fa

gram

The LI’l Offke Helper

ABILITY PLUS WORD PROCESSING
Term papers. ream.. Nitrat,.
manuscripts. ate Fast turnaround.
rasoneble rel. Cell 261 8813
after 3pm North San Jo......
ACADEMIC’

WORD

SPECIALTY

PROCESSING A
Chrystel Hera tepid

turnaround.

profasionel
letter
quelity product guaranteed work
II Student Dhcount Theses re
Ports. manuals. resumes Std
’Note transcription Editing serum.
S disk storage wraileble 8 am to e
pm 7 daye,wk Chrysfia et 923
8461

MATH ANXIOUS? had help with
CBEST7 ELME, Private tutoring,
The Math Institute offere meth to

14081 295 6066

spelling

14081296 6703

RATES STU
DENT DISCOUNT, Auto do renter..
low monthly ayrnente No dove,

toting. eduation. Naar. diag
nomk testing. consuation Call

editing.

mar. punctuation eselmanc Also
available. graphics for shone and
tables tat have that ’typeset
look loft., complete line of sera
ice. The best job for the best
au, Don’t west* your timei Call

INSURANCE

ACCOMPLISHMENT
ACCURACY
ACHIEVEMENT ap adentic typ
ost 10 yrs exp astudate IBM
satanic dr cassette tranarlption
Ifity
ell work guaranteed

Gone Tomorrow

monthly rata Free Gametes Cal
EATING DISORDERS CENTER
The
Rader inethuteiAMI et Santa Cruz
Community Hospital Is
comfa
ansive program for the succeeeful
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Group appeals for funds
continued from page
have shown that they will not take a
leadership stand on raising funds
for earthquake victims, so there
should be an ongoing effort at the
grassroot level to gather support,
said Thomas, director of Californians Against Starvation and Hungeri CASH).
Thomas said he was dissappointed that San Jose Mayor Tom
McEnery had not directly followed
through on a commitment of support for a concert which planned to
raise 0400,000 for the Mexican
earthquake victims earlier this
month. The concert was to be held
at Spartan Stadium but was
cancelled due to Door ticket sales.
"The mayor said he would call
a news conference to announce his
support of the concert, instead he
announced ’Dental Health Care
Week," Thomas said.
Thomas said he was also dis,apointed Oat there were no representatives from campus administration.
CASH will provide support for
any organization, whether it’s
Catholic Relief Services, Red Cross
or El Concilio, to do fundraising for
any cause that relieves suffering
and hunger, he said.
"We’re willing to help El Concilio with entertainment, T-shirts,
or volunteers to help them raise $6,000 for the earthquake fund,"
Thomas said.
CASH, besides providing the
band, brought 5,000 T-shirts to sell
for $t each.
Mike Hossack, an associate of

Students
get ’major’
experience
continued from page t
McGinnis said the Co-op program offers two different possible
schedules. The first one, called the alternating schedule, is for students
who want to work 40 hours a week for
a period of six months. The other
schedule is for students who wish to
work 20 hours a week for a year.
"Students might also be travelling throughout the U.S. since we
work with companies from all over
the country," McGinnis said.
For instance IBM in Houston has
hired SJSU Co-op students to work
with NASAand the space shuttle program, McGinnis said.
Employers like having students
on a longer basis so they can judge
them and eventually offer them a full
time position on a permanent basis,
McGinnis said. Co-op students are an
important part of the company’s recruitment program because they
might be the next full time employees, McGinnis said.
Bay Accounting Inc. is one of the
companies involved in the Co-op program. The company has been working with SJSU for five years an has
been hiring SJSU students with different majors. Paul Fresner, personnel director of Bay Area Inc. said the
company benefits from the student’s
Input.
We get to know promising students who will be trained and might
be offered a regular job here when
they finish college," Fresner said.
Both programs are supervised
and the company must set up a program and turn in a job description
which needs to be approved by the
Cooperative Education Program,
McGinnis said.
McGinnis said she started the Cop
felt
years ago, She
program teno
there was a need since some departments do not offer any kind of internships.
"Cooperative means that there is
a relationship between the employer
and the university community," McGinnis said.

"What we would use (for) water
would be the mainlines in the highrise buildings filled with water,"
Montgomery said "You take a building like Joe West, you have thousands
of gallons just in pipes. What we
would do is tap the bottom floor and
we would have access to all of that
water and we have several multiplestory buildings."
Montgomery said that not all of
the multi -story buildings on campus
would fall even in a major quake.
"Who says they’re still going to
be standing?" Myronuk said. "Who
has that crystal ball? This idea of
staying around is predicated on the
fact that there’s something worth
staying around for. I do not consider
myself an alarmist, but I like to think

Ken P. Rtenard

Daily staff photographer

Midge Harwood, a senior occupational therapy major,
buys a T-shirt from Mike Hossack for CASH.
Thomas, is coivinced after seeing
the success .if USA for Africa,
Farm Aid Out the money generated by vii eos tor those causes,
that entertz inment is the best appeal, not the cause, he said.
"If it was the cause that would
appeal to the people, we’d just hold
a bucket out and ask everyone to
contribute to the earthquake fund,"
Hossack said.

"I’m glad to see El Concilio active in bringing the campus together on a worthwhile cause,"
said Michael Yanis, graduate student from the school of social work.
"It’s good to see the campus
community come together on issues that affect all the community "said Arnold Hart, program supfor
Mexican
port
specialist
American Community Service Association( MACSA )

Faber breaks U.S. party ties
continued from page I
ulations for the Pan African Students
Union and the Turkish Folklore and
Tourism Club.
Faber called some of the groups
that the board has granted special allocations "communist."
Part of Faber’s decision to resign
from the United Students party was
based on board members’ "bias" in
selecting members for the A.S. Judiciary, he said.
The board voted 11-0 yesterday to
appoint Kim Van Tran, Carlos Rodriguez and Mark Bonine to the A.S. Judiciary, but rejected Debby Boucher,
5-4-2. Faber said he supported appointing Boucher to the judiciary but
did not lobby for her appointment.
"There was no point," he said. "I
knew she wouldn’t get on."
Boucher and Bonine were on the
judiciary last year. Judges may
serve up to three one-year terms.
Boucher, past -president of the
College Republicans, ran for A.S. director of Academic Affairs last year
on the Your Effective Student Support party ticket. She is also a member of the Academic Senate this year.
"In a way I’m kind of flattered
that they think I’m that powerful,"

Staff differ on earthquake aftermat
continued from page

Boucher said. "It really seems kind
of silly to have a committee to recommend people and then have people
who don’t even know you vote against
Andy Slean, A.S. director of NonTraditional Minority Affairs, who
abstained in the Boucher vote, said
he did not think Boucher was competent for the judicial position.
"I think one of the things that
should have been taken into consideration was the past actions of the ( judiciary)," A.S. President Erin O’Doherty told board members before the
vote.
"I’ve sat waiting for the judiciary committee to show up for an
hour and a half," O’Doherty said,
"and they’d been notified of the time

they were supposed to convene. None
of the past actions, things like being
tardy, were taken into consideration
when evaluating selections by the judicial selection committee."
Boucher said O’Doherty’s argument was weak because the board
appointed Bonine who was on the judiciary last year.
"I think they’re stacking the
court with their own people,"
Boucher said. "Why would they not
appoint me? They’re not appointing
me because I do not agree with their
views.

’You’re going to see
the biggest damn
cross-country hike
you’ve ever seen in
the event of an
emergency at this
place.’
Donald

"A few people will
self-help group," Myronu
in that first couple of hour;
selfishness,
bness, self-prese r
sesetIs,

earthquake alone stand at about
7,000.
Montgomery said injures will result because individuals don’t take
precautions for earthquakes. SJSU is
"probably average" in terms of
earthquake preparedness, he said,
but more individuals need to increase
their safety awareness and precautions.
Montgomery said communication is often shorted out by people trying to make phone calls immediately
after a quake.
"Everybody wants to call home,
or call their lady friend or boyfriend
in the next office and say ’did you feel
that?’"
"In that little peanut earthquake
(Spring 1984 in Coalinga) the phone
lines were flooded at that point,"
Myronuk said. "You couldn’t even
get through and there was nothing
no damage, but even then the phone
lines were totally jammed.
Montgomery said that people
should make some plans so they can
eventually make contact with relatives if an earthquake happens.
"The best prepared person in any
emergency is the one that’s informed," Montgomery said. "If you
assume that in an earthquake or fire
or some other catastrophe that somebody’s going to take care of you, I
think you’re making a very bad assumption."

Knowing what to do
quake is not enough, he so
"You’ve got to pract
this sort of thing and)

’Top of the nint
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Donald M:

assoc i
of em

been any practice," he
best you can do is educato
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"A plan can tend to
impact of the panic but let
mistake about it it’s g(
hell of an incident and I
might wake up," Myronul
of the ninth and nature bat

Myronuk,
associate dean
of engineering

I’m a realist."
Montogomery said that the biggest problem during an earthquake is
having debris fall off the sides of
buildings onto people below.
Montgomery said there is no official estimate of the number of casualties at SJSU following a major quake
"It’s so subjective to try to estimate that because you never know
what the situation I will be)." he said
"We prefer to think that we’re not
going to lose (anybody), but of course
that may be a little unrealistic too.
We’ve tried to be more on the optimistic side and be concerned more
with how we’re going to keep those
people alive."
This year’s worldwide earthquake death toll will be higher than
the 77 killed in 1984. The number of
deaths this year is uncertain but estimates of deaths in the Mexico City
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On the air with Update News on campus
Serving SJSU and the community for 22 years
By Denver Lewellen
For the past 22 years, San Jose State University Update News has aired on television,
representing campus news and student interests.
Production of the weekly, half-hour news
show is part of the required curriculum for
journalism majors studying broadcasting.
"Most of the news we air has something

Associate Editor
Kathy Keesey
Photo Editor
Steve Alden

Spec. Sections Mgr.
LeiSa Stevens

COVER
Reading isn’t the only thing to
do on Halloween night. Turn to
pages 4 and 5 and find out
what is happening in the area.
Art by Jim Bricker.

to do with the campus," said Darla Bellshe,
advisor to the Update News staff, "but we do
have a section on community affairs, covering elections or something that anyone would
have an interest in."
The show airs every Monday on Channel
54, at 3 p.m.
The show is put together every Thursday
and is broken up into five segments. The first
two deal with current SJSU issues. Recently.
Update has done segments on the proposed
closure of San Carlos Street and the recent
University Police Department’s staff problem, The third segment covers SJSU sports,
the fourth segment is a feature-type segment.
Past features have included stories on Homecoming Week and AIDS. The fifth segment is
the community news segment, covering topics of general interest to the public.

"We really try to cover major news stories on campus," Bellshe said.
SJSU News Update plans. to air a special
program on December 2. The entire show will
be devoted to San Jose State University; its
past and future. The show will feature special
segments on some of the good times and bad
times of the school, and will also include
some speculation as to where the school is
going.

Local broadcasters who have made it big
include Manuel Ramos, of KPIX Channel 5,
and Valerie Coleman, now working for KCBS
radio news.
"I feel that Update has been the most
valuable class I’ve taken," said Don Quintana, a senior majoring in journalism with an
emphasis in radio-television broadcasting.
"In terms of hands-on training, this class will
help me more than any other when I get a job
in the real world."
Students enrolled in Update news, journalism 115, rotate positions from reporter, to
anchor and to producer.

NO LIMITS

Haunting film

Halloween memories

And they said it wouldn’t last . .
Trick or treat’? No trick, it’s been 10
years since the cult film "The Rocky
Horror Picture Show" made its debut on
the silver screen . . under the cover of
the night, of course.
The absurdly dark -humored
midnight matinee flick that grossed
more than $60 million at the box office
has been all the rage for more than a
decade, making it the longest continually
playing film in history.
The Lou Adler/Michael White
musical production will celebrate its 10th
anniversary, appropriately enough, on
Halloween night.

Halloween has always been a
children’s holiday. It used to boa time of
worry-free excitement, a magical time.
Remembering the Halloweens of
days past always brings back fond
memories. I loved the season, the
costumes, the parties, the candy. It was a
time that I still savor, a time in my
childhood that ended all too soon.
With anticipation that only
Christmas could match, at least a month
before Halloween, we my sister and I
and the neighborhood kids would plan
our costumes. A week before the holiday,
we would put them together. A clown, a
bunny, a gypsy: always something
different. They had to be different every
year and the scarier they were, the
better.
Carving the pumpkin at home was a
messy once-a -year activity. There was
always lots of pumpkin innards to clean
up seeds were on the floor, on the
table, on the chair but it was worth it.
It never turned out as planned, but my
pumpkin always had a big smile with
only one or two teeth.
On Halloween day itself, we would
always wear our costumes to class. Near
the end of the day, all the children at the
elementary school would parade their
costumes around the school. This was a
time for parents to take photographs and
for the kids to see all the other kids’
costumes. Laughter and the sound of
cameras clicking were the predominant
noises.

The film’s anniversary will be
marked by a gala event at New York
City’s Beacon Theatre tonight. Hosting
the festivities and fans will be "Rocky
Horror" stars Richard O’Brien (Riff
Raft), Little Nell (Columbia), Jonathan
Adams (Dr. Scott) and other bizarre
characters.
"Rocky Horror" fan club founder
and president Sal Piro who has viewed
the film 862 times as of this writing and is
considered the official spokesman for the
movie will be master of ceremonies.
"The Rocky Horror Picture Show" is
an outrageous rock’n’roll homage/spoof
of horror films and the sexual revolution
of the ’70s.
It’s a tongue-in-cheek movie about
coming-of-age that has appealed to each
new generation.
The musical continues to thrill its
devoted fans with its kinky tale about a
young "straight" couple stranded in a
haunted house full of weirdos from the
planet Transexual Transalvania.
The attraction of the film is the
message, sung by Dr. Frank N. Furter in

She la Neal

Christine
Frankendal

"Rose Tint My World" :
Can’t you just see it
Don’t dream it Be it.
That’s what the audience
participation symbolizes (costumes,
singing along with the infectious music,
dancing the "Time Warp," food
throwing, etc.) You’re not just a seat
potato. You participate. Something
different happens in the theater each
time the movie screens.
"The Rocky Horror Picture Show,"
the screen version of the award-winning
hit stage musical, was filmed in October
of 1974 in Great Britain at Bray Studios.
England’s famous "House of Horror"
and at a 19th century chateau which once
served as the wartime refuge of General
Charles de Gaulle.
It’s Halloween, you creatures of the
night. Get your best regalia on, and go
celebrate the thrills and chills with Brad
Majors, (Damn it) Janet Weiss and, of
course, Rocky Horror himself.
Join them in the velvet darkness of
the blackest night in "Oh, Oh, Oh, Oh
At the late night-double feature picture
show."
So let the party and the sounds rock
on
Gonna shake it till the life has gone

Halloween evening always
approached very slowly. As the last rays
of the sun descended, the children on our
block rushed out of their homes, their
eyes bright with the excitement that
trick or treating brings.
We would race from one house to
another, trying hard not to trip over our
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American musical
facets presented
By Gloria J. Debowski

"We have a very high success rate," said
Bellshe. Graduates of Update News are scattered all across the country."

FRANKLY SPEAKING
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Balinese music, electroacoustic sounds, and jazz instrumentals and vocals will be
part of American Music Week
at SJSU, Nov. 4-10.
The national event, initiated by the American Music
Center in New York, started
this year to honor different facets of American music, said
Higo Harada, professor of
music at SJSU.
All events will be held in the
Music Building Concert Hall.
General admission is $6, and
students and senior citizens can
attend events for $3. Shows
begin at 8:15 p.m. except for
Sunday’s free celebration at
3:30 p.m.
Events begin Monday with
the Gamelan Si Betty/SJSU
percussion ensemble. Gamelan
is a group which performs
music originated in Bali.
On Tuesday, a concert of
chamber music will be held.
Chamber music is usually performed in intimate surround -

rigs .
Wednesday, program one
of jazz studies will be an instrumental. Thursday, jazz studies
will present a vocal performance. Each will pay tribute to
"jazz giants" like Count Basie
and Duke Ellington.
On Friday, the celebration
will honor Ezra Pound in conjunction with the English Department and the San Jose Poetry Center.
The concert will feature
stage excerpts from two operas
composed by Pound.
Saturday, a program of
new works for electro-acoustic
media will be held. Electroacoustic music involves sounds
electronically produced which
may accompany a live performance, Harada said.
Sunday’s final celebration
includes a performance of "The
Stars and Stripes Forever," by
Sousa -Starr. Also performed
will be "Silhouette No. 3" for
flute and piano by John
Downey.

’Great’ bands appear
for free at Spartan Pub
J.M.
Andermatt

costumes. When we finished with the
block we lived on, it was on to the next.
We brought bright plastic pumpkins to
collect our treasures in. They were never
large enough, so we would have to stop at
home at least once to empty it so we
could continue on our journey.
Only time was the limit. By 9 p.m.,
most, except for the big boys who rang
doorbells until midnight, of the children
would be at home. Then, the trading
would begin. A Milky Way bar for three
Pixi Stilts. A cherry Tootsie Pop for some
miniature Lifesaver rolls.
Back in the 60s, we didn’t worry
about contaminated candies. We didn’t
worry about children being snatched
from the street by unscrupulous
characters. Sure, these things happened,
but, overall, the time were less
threatening. We were lucky. It was a
time of innocence.
Now, some of the magic of
Halloween is gone for the children of the
80s. The spontaneity is gone, because
parents and teachers must be more
cautious. The laughter is not as hearty.
because the holiday is taken too
seriously. The innocence is gone because
children are forced to face adult realities
before they have the minds to handle
them.
Halloween a mystical and magical
holiday is getting scarier.

By Alison C. Ziganti
SJSU students 21 and over are
in for more than just food, drinks
and as Paul Goetz puts it "typical
music" when they spend an evening at the campus Pub.
Goetz feels he is a qualified
judge, because he is the sole manin-charge of the Pub’s band bookings.
"We’ve got so many great
bands coming up during the next
two months," Goetz said. "So
many, it’s hard to choose one that
really stands out."
The Pub, the only drinking establishment located on campus, offers live music Wednesday
through Saturday nights with no
cover charge.
"The only thing the Pub requires is a valid ID," Goetz said.
In the past, the Pub offered its

customers stylized music nights.
Wednesday nights featured jazz
music whereas Thursday nights
typically offered rock bands.
"We’re trying to get out of that
rut now," Goetz said, "I’m free to
book whoever I want whenever I
want, and I plan on doing just
that," he added.
Tonight the Pub is featuring a
costume night complete with
prizes for the most creative costumes. Local band "Holy Smoke"
will be on hand to entertain. The
festivities begin at 9 and will run
through midnight .
On November 6, the Pub is featuring Nomad from Santa Cruz; on
the 14th, KSJS will be spinning records with local artists Cruel
Hoax playing afterward; and the
Hydromatics on the 21st.

Popular DJ sparks fan interest
By Jack Tordjman
It’s midnight on a ramy Tuesday night. The scene is taking
place right here in downtown San
Jose, Two SJSU students are
climbing St. George’s Church between San Salvador and Market
streets. After twenty minutes, they
finally reach the top and put up
their banner: ’ANYTHING to listen to KELLY SPENCER, 90.7 FM
KSJS.
They will do almost anything
to get people to listen to Kelly
Spencer and get more exposure for
their favorite DJ.
There is anew fan club.
It’s not happening in Los Angeles or Hollywood but right on
campus. As of last April, students
can now join the KSJS DJ Kelly
Spencer Fan Club. The membership is free.

vision major student. She started
as a DJ on KSJS about a year and
half ago. Her show is on every
Tuesday night from 10 p.m. to 2
a.m.
According to Mark Katchum,
KSJS business manager, Kelly is
popular among students and radio
professionals. She was the station
promotion director for one year

’She is different
from the other DJs
on the air. She has
her own style.’

New members will get a hand
made T-shirt that glows in the
dark with "Kelly comes into my
room every Tuesday nite" artistically designed on it, and some information about her radio show.
Kelly Spencer Fan Club Director
Pol Van Rhee said he founded the
fan club because Spencer is one of
the most popular DJs at KSJS and
there was a need to respond to the
fans’ demand.
Who is Kelly Spencer anyway?.
Spencer is a SJSU radio-tele-

Nick McNeil,
SJSU student,
and made slot of contacts.
Her popularity is evident in
the constant song requests she receives, which is a good sign that
there are a lot of listeners, said
KSJS General manager Joel Wyrick .
For Michael Smother, a prolessor in sociology at SJSU, what’s
happening with Kelly Spencer is a
phenomenon of identification. Listeners like Kelly and identify
themselves with what she says or
the music she plays, he said.
"She is different from the

Just 4 Blocks from Campus

4th & Julian

( In Lost and Found)" KELLY
SPENCER, I’m glad I found you! I
was lost without you. Love, Your
fan."
"KIDS, DON’T listen to
KELLY Tuesday nites 10-2 on 90.7
FM KSJS.
You shouldn’t be exposed to
things like that!
It’s past your bed time. Love,
Mom. P.S. Drink your milk..."

4
4
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DUKE OF EDINBURGH
ENGLISH PUB
$70 PRIZE FOR BEST COSTUME
COME AND ENJOY REAL
ENGLISH ALE AND SPIRITS
10801 %. WOLFE RD.. (LPERTINO

Be the first FRATERNITY
and SORORITY to have a
Love Dice party. Great 4
game... Good value... Money
back guarantee...
: To order LOVE DICE now
a send $14.00 (includes tax,
postage and hdlg I to:
SCHOCAL, INC., Dept. 21 4
Post Office Box 2364
4
4
4
Los Gatos, CA 95030

Experience San Jose State’s
Best Kept Secret
Q.,
THE \
JLAUNDRY)
WORKS

4
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AT THE

Happy Hour 4pm-7pm
Mon -Fri
Free Hors d’oeuvres
Ala Carte
Tacos, Enchiladas
Tostadas, Burritos
Chile Rellenos
Taquitos, Hamburgers
Ranch Burgers
Cold Beer & Soft Drinks

According to Wyrick, another
DJ, J.C. was popular a few years
ago. J.C. would yell and scream.
Spencer is the type of DJ that
makes things happen for the station and gets people to identify
with a particular personality, Wyrick said.
Spencer said she plays the
music she likes, for example "The
Violent Femmes;" KSJS’ format
the Rhythm Wave; and tries to
be innovative and creative. She
goes to a lot of concerts and tries to
keep up with what’s going with
music, she said.
Here are two examples of ads
found in the Spartan Daily.

,

HALLOWEEN
COSTUME PARTY

Live Entertainment
Thurs-Sat

Combination Plates $3.95
Includes Rice, Beans, Salad
And Any 2 Items
Taco, Enchilada, Tostada
BBQ Taquitric
All Chicken or I .,f Items
25 Lxtra

other DJs on the air. She has her
own style," said Nick McNeil, an
SJSU student.
During last week, "KSJS’ Anything for Money fundraiser."
Spencer was requested more than
most DJs at the station," Van Rhee
said.

Monday Night Football

Dance with the DJ’s
on Wednesday

Long Island Iced Teas & Kamikazis
for only $1.50
Every Thursday after 9:30pm
87 N. San Pedro, San Jose (408) 292-1222
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Halloween night

HAUNTS
Where to go and what to do
Halloween is here, and it’s time to
celebrate! Here’s some of the trick -or treating events in the area, tonight and
this weekend, to help you groove with
the goblins.
With SJSU Groups:
Spartan Pub’s Halloween Dance,
"Holy Smoke," costume prizes, from 9
to midnight tonight, must be 21 or over.
No cover.
Sugaland’s Moonlite Bowling in
the dark! Win free games and prizes,
free trick or treat goodies, costume contest (4 p.m.). from 1 to 4 p.m. today in
Student Union’s Sugaland. Games are
35 cents each. 277-3226.
SJSU Ski Club Halloween Dance,
"Rebel," free beer and wine provided,
optional costumes, from 6:30 p.m to
midnight tomorrow at Letterman’s
Club. 425 N. Fourth St. Advanced tickets
sold at Ski Club table in front of the Student Union, $4 for members, $6 for nonmembers. 225-0960 or 971-2198.
El Concilio’s Halloween Party at
The Attic, DJ music, $5 advance, $6 at
door, call Angie at 277-2594, from 9 p.m.
to 2 am tomorrow, 4750 Almaden Expressway.
For dorm residents only: Concert
by "Protege," from 5 to 7 p.m. today in

Dining Commons, free.
Other Demon Dances and Parties:
The Library’s (the club) "Halloween Weekend Bash," cash prizes for
best costumes, DJ & dance floor, $5
cover, from 9 to 1:30 a.m, tonight
through Sunday. 384 S. Second St.
Gaslighter Theater’s "Special Halloween Show," melodrama and vaudeville show with Halloween theme, boos
and hisses encouraged, winner of costume contest gets to co-host the all-night
movies on Channel 36 for two weeks,
8:30 tonight, $10 per person. 400 E.
Campbell Ave. (Campbell), for reservations call 866-1408.
Tony Romas’s (restaurant) "Halloween Bash," complimentary buffet,
live entertainment & dancing, costume
prizes, no cover charge, at 8 p.m. tonight, 4233 Moorpark (off 280 N. in San
Jose), 253-4900
The Duke of Edinburgh English
Pub’s Halloween Costume Party, $70
prize for best costume, starts around 6
tonight, no cover, 10801 N. Wolfe Rd.
(Cupertino), 446-3853.
Haunted Houses:
"World’s Largest Haunted House,"
at Santa Clara County Exposition Center. 450 feet long maze of ghosts & gob-

lins, from 5 to 11 tonight, $4.75 admission, 344 Tully Road, 227-1534.
Winchester Mystery House’s Halloween Night, limited tours available tonight, free snacks and beverages, on
Winchester Blvd. between 1-280 and Stevens Creek Blvd., reservations required, 247-2000.
Scary Movies
"The Rocky Horror Picture Show,"
Murphy Ave. Cinema, 146 S. Murphy St.
(Sunnyvale), at 8 tonight, $4, 735-8005,
and at The New Varsity Theater (Palo
Alto). 456, University Ave., $2, ( 4153236411.
"The Hound of the Baskervilies and
Frankenstein," at de Saisset Museum,
Santa Clara University, at 7 tonight,
$1.50 for students, 554-4528.
On television tonight:
"Damien -Omen," at 8 p.m. on
Channel 8, "Terror in the Aisles," at
1230 a.m. on HBO, and "The Satanic
Rites of Dracula," at I a.m. on Channel
44, "The Horror of It All," talk on great
horror films at lion KTEH Channel 54.
On radio tonight:
"Things That Go Jump in the
Night," Halloween sounds at II on
KKUP (91.5 FM).

Top: Dracula, with blood dripping from his
mouth, looks as if he planned to pick up on a
ghost during a Halloween party held last
weekend, a man dressed as a nun serves beer
while Madonna patiently waits in line (right).
Far
right:
ghost
images
of
John
Lennon and Eve.

Text by Michelle King
Photographs by Steve Alden

6,1, Joe shows off his breakdancing talents to an admiring audience at a Halloween part,.
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Italian violinist
gets rave review

Ken P. Rumard

The Spartan Marching hand plays at the Homecoming game

Marching and music for fun
By Jack Tordjman
Pompon women, flags, music,
dances, homecoming, football
games. SJSU’s spirit and support;
its all the marching band.
After a few bad years, SJSU’s
Spartan marching band is alive
again.
The marching band is an ensemble composed of 135 SJSU students. To be in the band, students
need tu know how to play an instrument fairly well (students get one
to two units credit) but most importantly, they have to be able to
move while they’re performing.
Although the students involved
in the marching band have been
playing music for quite some time,
85 percent of them are not music
majors, but enjoy playing for the
fun of it and for exposure.
Most of SJSU’s marching band
players have been playing since
they were in fourth grade and have
been members of high school
bands. Most are now accomplished
musicians, said Scott Pierson,
marching band director. Beginners are accepted in the flag section and they are trained to coordinate the flags. Pierson said.
"I enjoy playing in the march
ing band," said Rhonda Rosen
blatt, a band member. "It’s a thrill
playing before a large crowd such
as 60,000 people."
Playing for the marching band
might sound like a lot of fun and
excitement but it’s a serious mat
ter, Pierson said.

"Students have to work hard
and commit themselves. They
have to come for rehearsal on the
ROTC field (on campus) three or
four nights a week and play for
more than 16 hours a week," he
said.
The first SJSU Spartan marching band started back in 1926. For
four years, from 1974 to 1978, SJSU
didn’t have a marching band because there wasn’t any money,
Pierson said. The school would
just hire high school bands to play
at the games.
Pierson, a former SJSU student, was hired in 1978. His job is to
pick out tunes played, such as "All
Night Long" by Lionel Richie
played at the Homecoming game
last Saturday.
The marching band still has a
few problems to deal with. The students are playing with instruments
dating from 1940 and SJSU doesn’t
not have enough money to provide
students with scholarships.

Mon-Fri 7am-9pm
Sat 8am-3pm
CALL NOW FOR
RESERVATIONS

408/732-1460

10 To 50% off
WILLOW GLEN TATLER

914e C12assic Uavi

Book.vomt, Expiate.
BAR. Nd At,
IAN Ave, SI
M....11014 & EN.

11181ist

The second movement ( Larghetto) was, by definition, slower,
with the orchestra softly introducing the melodies and Gulli elaborating on them. The third
movement (Rondo) brought home
the full flavor of the piece with its
energetic and light-hearted conclusion.
After a brief intermission, the
orchestra took the stage again for
the "Winter Dreams" symphony.
The opening movement began with
the flute and bassoon playing
softly. The themes they introduced
were gradually picked up by the
rest of the orchestra and increased
in volume until the solo clarinet entered with the second theme.
movement
second
The
( Adagio) also opened quietly, but
with the strings. It was a typical
Russian melody in its sadness, fading away quietly in the end.
The Scherzo and finale
brought to life the full talent of
Tchaikovsky, featuring a frugal
treatment of his themes and bringing the concert to a beautiful close.
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...at Classic Tan Suntanning Salon you
can keep your healthy look of summer
all year.

6 Visits for ’1993
Student discount available on memberships

MS

SUN TANNING SALON

Wolf System Sun Center
520 Lawrence Expwy

Suite #300

Sunnyvale

12 TV Screens

2 Sat
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Onion
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Salads
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Pie
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Omelettes

Pancahes

Waffles
Turf

Chrii

French Toast
Club Banquet
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Mud

Chasten Burgers
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Movie about adultery a bore
By Tyrone van Hooydonk
It’s hard to believe that a
film about a woman with two
husbands could not be interesting in some way.
Voila, it’s been done.
Continental scenery and
readable subtitles are about the
only reasons to see the 1986
French import "My Other Husband."
It’s supposed to be a comedy but this Georges Lautner
film only brings three or four
laughs and it’s hard to remember what they were on your way
out of the theater.
The woman. Alice (MiouMiout, is an airhead and a depressing whiner. It’s not easy to
care about what happens to her.
She’s a nurse who marries
Phillips ( Roger Hanini, an airline pilot.
Soon after giving birth, she
runs away from him and their

portunity to showcase his talent. In
a lengthy first movement, the soloist performed many variations of
the five-note theme which is the
core of the piece. During the cadenza he made the violin sound
like more than a single instrument, running through the melody
while continuing a second theme
beneath it.

Somewhere It’s
Summer

NOV.
BOOK
SALE

to

The marching band is financed a variety of ways. Since
it’s a class, state money is allocated. It also receives funds from
Associated Students and Spartan
Shops helps periodically for special causes. About a year ago,
when the marching band was buying new uniforms, Spartan Shops
paid for 25 of the $250 uniforms,
Pierson said.
The marching band will be
playing at Long Beach on Nov. 7
for the football game. The following day, students will perform at
Disneyland for about an hour,
Pierson said. After performing,
the students will get the rest of the
day to enjoy the park and the attractions.
"I think that there are probably more than 300 students on campus with a musical background,
and are good musicians" he said.
"I would like students to understand that they don’t have to be
professional to play in the band."

By Phil Loom is
Violinist Franco Gulli received a standing ovation for his
performance with the Peninsula
Symphony Orchestra at its seasonopening concert last Saturday
night.
Gulli, born in Italy, has been a
professor of music at the Indiana
School of Music since 1972. He
achieved world-wide recognition
through his performances with the
major orchestras of Asia and the
Soviet Union before making his
first North American tour 16 years
ago.
A Flint Center crowd of abovt
2,500 applauded Gulli for five minutes following his performance of
the Beethoven Violin Concerto in
D. The concerto highlighted an
evening which included Shostakovich’s Festive Overture and Tchaikovsky’s Symphony No. 1 in G
minor (the "Winter Dreams" symphony.)
The concert opened with Conductor Mitchell Sardou Klein directing the Shostakovich overture.
From the beginning trumpet fanfare, the piece was played at a
quick pace, with the tempo not
once letting up. Though the wind
section of the orchestra was too
powerful and outspoken at times,
often overpowering the strings, the
piece came across well, preparing
the audience for the superb performance of Gulli which followed.
Beethoven’s concerto presented Gulli with a marvelous op-
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"Silence is my favorite
color," she says.
This boring drama is often
buried by scenes involving
many other characters. Dabadie tries to lend credence to Alice’s love life by putting these
characters
into
ridiculous
relationships.
When Vincent and Phillips
finally meet their reactions are
completely predictable.
Their problem is solved
with a far too simple ending
that conveniently keeps the
film from presenting any original solutions.
"My Other Husband" is
billed as a "French Style Comedy." If this is the kind of comedy the French turn out, it’s no
wonder they rave about Jerry
Lewis.
"My Other Husband" is
playing at Camera 3. Tickets
are S4 50

Fat Boys pump up loser

I- ()in the movie "Kagemusha : The Shadow Warrior"

Samurai festival
at Camera One
By Shannon Rasmussen
Japanese samurai warriors
defending their villages and battling each other in legendary
sword fights, will be invading
Camera One Cinema in November.
In celebration of the cinema’s
10th anniversary, a Japanese Samurai Film Festival will be held
beginning Nov. 1 and ending Nov.
22.
"This is part of a continuing
celebration," said Pam Kelly, public relations coordinator for the
cinema.
The festival begins with a reception at 6:30 p.m. on opening
night, catered by San Jose’s
Azuma Restaurant, and a Japanese Art exhibit, put together by
director Loida Sorensen and Erica
Kubic of Holmes and Associates in
San Jose. Both events will be held
at the San Jose Institute of Contemporary Art, at 377 S. First St.
Other events being sponsored
on opening night will begin at 8
p.m. at the cinema, 366 S. First St
The San Jose Taiko group will perform dances in traditional costume with the San Jose State
Kendo Club demonstrating the ancient art of Japanese sword fighting. East-West Karate School will
also present a martial arts demonstration and feature an authentic
warrior costume.
The first movie of the month
"Seven Samurai" will begin at
8:30p.m.
On Nov. 7 and 8 two films will
be shown. "Sword of Vengeance’.
begins at 7:30 p.m. and "Zatoichi
to the Rescue" begins at 9:20 p.M

son. She can’t stand being separated from Phillips while he’s
away on flights.
Alice later meets Vincent
(Eddy Mitchell), a schoolteacher, and together they have
two illegitimate children.
Ten years after deserting
Phillips, whom she never divorced, she bumps into him and
her son.
She then decides to secretly
divide time between her two
families in Paris and Trouville.
Alice sobs and screams for
much of the film and it soon
gets tiring.
Just as iritating is not finding out why she chooses to live
with both men until late in the
film.
Scriptwriter Jean -Loup Dabadie didn’t have the talent to
work her reasons into the script
and you are told why in an unimaginative narrative by Alice

On Nov. 14 and 15 "The Samurai Triology, Parts I and II" will
be shown. Part I is "The Legend of
Musashi" beginning at 7:30 p.m.
and part II is "Duel of lchijoji
Temple" beginning at 9:25 p.m.
On Nov. 21 and 22 two films
will be shown. "The Samurai Triology, Part Ill" titled "Duel on
Ganryu Island" will begin at 7:30
p.m. The second film,"Kagemusha: The Shadow Warrior" begins
at 9:15.
To end the festival and honor
those who participated, Takamoto
will hold a private party, catered
by Nijo Castle, in his office complex. The first 50 people to buy a
festival pass, good for all the
movie nights, will be invited. The
pass is on sale now at Camera One
for $15.

By Michelle King
"Krush Groove" won’t win
any movie awards for its direction
or content, but it will draw crowds
because of the well-known rock
singers and rappers acting in the
film. Don’t go if you’re expecting
to see a fast, exhilarating movie
such as "Breakin’," with lots of
adrenaline-pumping
performances.
The
music
performances
dragged in the movie, and most of
the rapping I talking in rhymes to
music with a beat similar to breakdancing music) was done in lowkey practice sessions.
Run-D.M.C., the first group
offscreen to successfully cross
rap with rock’n’roll, plays the beginning rap group that cuts their
first album. When the group performs in the movie, they’re good,
but most of the time is spent on
problems with their record company, "Krush Groove," and interpersonal problems.
Two things that perk up the
movie are Sheila E., a rock singer

who is signed with "Krush
Groove" also, and The Fat Boys, a
rapper group of three roly-poly
mischevious high school kids that
spend most of their time goofing
around and eating. The funniest
adventure of the Fat Boys is when
they’re filmed in fast motion at an
"All -You-Can-Eat for $4.99" buffet.
The Fat Boys’ story in the
movie is similar to real life, because they first got famous by winning a talent show, then their first
LP, produced by fellow movie
actor Kurtis Blow, went gold in
only ten weeks.
"The New Edition" appears
for a couple of minutes in the
movie as the group that wins the
first "Tin Pan Apple Talent Contest," beating the Fat Boys who
cry about it.
The highlight of Sheila Es
band’s performance is when they
play the song "Holly -Rock" in the
main club in town at a gig that
Krush Groove gets for her.
"Knish Groove- doesn’t cohe-

sively tit together as a story and it
seems to never quite get going.
"Krush Groove" is playing at
the Pruneyard Theater in Campbell, the Town and Country mall in
Sunnyvale and at San Jose Capitol
drive-in. Tickets are $3 to $5.50.

FREE
Frozen Yogurt
Pay reguiar twice for any 4 8 8 or 10,,
Mee of Roneld Frozen Yogurt end urn
samosas
free
Moaner to quantity ordered
lemited time offer
EMMY SANDWICH SPECIAL

SOIL Fi Camino Sunnyvale
Between Ea,, Oaks & Sunnyvale Awe
Neirt to Record Factory
732 2300
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CHINESE RESTAURANT
Mandarin 86 Szechuan Cuisine
Lunch 136 Dinner
Open Daily
Food To Go
6 Blocks North of

E. JACK13S01 N ST,
294-3303 or 998-9427

Santa Clara st
Between 3rd es 4th

31F.
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of California
One Of Santo Clara’s newest restaurants
offers eau excellent food at a
’great price
We Feature

Fantastic Appetizers
Happy Hour all week (4-7)
Champagne Brunch all weekend
Outstanding Dinners
Who could ask for anything
at Bennigan’s

HIM,’

4150 Great America Parkway, Santa Clara
Across from Great America!
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an elegantly danceable nightplace

nu -music 7 nights a week
As our way of saying thanks to KSJS for persistently
presenting this area with a continual supply
of alternative music, One Step Beyond will
donate the proceeds of its admission
charges from Friday, November 1st to Saturday,
November 9th to KSJS to assist
in the relocation of their antenna --in the hope
that more people will hear nu -music.

reservations now being accepted
1400 Martin Ave.
Santa Clara
(408) 727-0901
(over 21)
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